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.ABSTRACT

Elderly people who are waiting to move to a personal care

home may wait for a consj-derable length of time on an Acute

or a Geriatrj-c ward in the hospital. An investigation was

undertaken, using interviews with 36 hospitalized' patients

waiting for placement in a personal care home and with 6 key

informants, to determine the patients' life satisfaction.

The research question that was investigated was whether

patients on the Geriatric wards $tould have higher overall

life satisfaction scores than patients on the Acute wards as

measured by the Andrews and Withey (L976) Quality of Life

Terrible-Delightful scale. The hlpothesis that was tested

was that life satisfaction would be correlated with those

items lnvolving relationships and. soclal interaction,

namely, family relatlons, friendships, recreation and living

partner. Findings indj-cate that people are equally satÍsfied

on both types of wards and that their leve] of life

satisfaction increased with length of time in the hospital.

Find.ings also indicate that patients on the Geriatric

t'ledicine service are more satisf ied with their f amily

relations and with the hospital environment than the

pati-ents on the Acute service. The data indÍcate that self-

esteem was the most strongly correlated with life

satisfaction followed by health, Living environment,

recreation and finances. Implications for policy/ program

anfl practice development for meeting this populationr s

psycho-social needs is discussed. First, settling into an
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acute medical settinçf and adopting a rsick role' can like]y

be avoided by emphasizing and providing opportunÍties for

socialization and. interaction and by quicker movement out of

this setting. As wel], perhaps tire focus needs to be on the

internal adjustment and grieving process that the patient

may experience related. to health and social changes. Second'

self-esteem can likely be improved by allowing increased

decision-making and control when possible' and by assisting

and encouraging patients to engage in the activj-ties that

are meaningful to them through increased individualization-

Third, maintaining relat j-onships ( ie. f ami]y, f riends,

staff) can ]ikely best be achieved by grouping panelled

patients together and addressing this issue at a program

level, especially on the Acute service.
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INTRODUCTTON

The life satisfaction of elderly hospitalized people

awaj-ting nursing home placement requires attention.

Hospitalized chronically ill elderly people have unique

psycho-social needs that must be addressed to maintain their

1Ífe satlsfacti-on. Life satisfaction is defined as the

individual's well-being or happiness. flhile elderly

hospitalized patients wait to move to a nursing home, their

medical status within the health care system should not

exclude them from receiving servÍces and benefits from

programs and policies Lhat will maintain their level of life

satisfaction. The importance of life satisfactj-on for this

group should not be minimized nor should it be regarded as

secondary or unrelated to their health care needs. Rather,

their psycho-social well-being and happiness must be

seriously considered and addressed since a lengthy perj-od of

t j-me is spent on the hospital wards. The hospital becomes

their home for this period of time and it is essential that

attention be paid to these issues.

This study investigated the life satisfaction of "panelled

patients" at the st. Boniface General Hospital, that is

hospitalízed patients awaì-ting nursing home placement. The

study took a social needs assessment approach and focussed

particularly on issues of life satlsfaction for tiris group

Page - 1



(Neuber, 1980). The study results may be generalized to

other st. Boniface General Hospital panelled patients who

are not cognitively impaired.

The aim of this study was to provide useful information for
program and policy development for the future of long term

care of the hospitalized panelled elderly patient.

My own learning objectives were two-fold. The flrst was to

gain experience in designing and implementing, from start to

completion, a social needs assessment. The second was to

expand my knowledge and understanding of the health care of

the elderly, particularly as it relates to their life

satisfaction.

This practicum report j-s divided into six chapters. Chapter

r reviews the literature on life satisfaction. Chapter II

describes the design of the practicum. The patient and.key

informant results are presented in Chapter III and Chapter

fV respectively. Chapter V contains the implications of the

findings and Chapter vI contains an evaluation of the

practicum process and a conclusion.
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CHAPTER I

LITERJATURE REVIEÍI

LIFE SATISFACTTON

In a society where the medical model of health care is based.

on medicine, cures, physicians and Ínstj-tutj-onalization

(Harrington et â1, 1-985), there is a great need to place an

emphasis on the psycho-social aspects of a person's life.

The elderly may indeed have increased medical need.s.

However, for many elderly persons, such factors as social

activity and interaction, as well as relationships, may be

of equal importance as health status. Often health care

settj-ngs focus on nedical expertise and sophisticated

equipment, but fail to incorporate the social and emotional

aspects of living. It is for these reasons that greater

attention to life satj-sfaction for elderly persons and the

factors linked to its provision is required.

Life Satisfaction As A Subjective Concept

Life satisfaction refers to "the individual's appraisal of

life past and present" (Chappell, Strain, Blandford, 1986,

p.40). It is a subjective view of oners own life and

happiness. It is considered among gerontologists as "a
useful indicator of adjustments and successful aqingr" (James

et â1, L986, p.648). other terms associated with life

satisfaction are "quality of 1j-fe", "happiness", "positive
view of 1ife", "moraler', and 'rwe11-being". Many studies on
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the topÍc of life satisfaction have focused on "what leads

people to evaluate their lives in positive terms" (Diener,

1984 , p.543 ) and have concluded that life satisfaction

"relies on the standards of the respondent to deterrrine what

is the good life" (Diener, t984, p.543).

The Mu1tiole Discrepancies Theory

The Multiple Discrepanc j-es Theory of 1if e satisf act j-on

(Michalos, 1985) suggests that satisfaction is a function of

perceived gaps between what one has and what:

-one wants;

-relevant others have;

-the best one has had in the past;

-one is expected to have had in the past;

-one expects to have in the future;

-one deserves;

-one needs.

This irnplies that life satlsfaction is associated with the

individual's perceptions of his/her needs, wants and

expectations, âs well- as comparisons wlth oneself, norms,

standards and other reference groups. This suggests that

although people have their own differences and perceptions,

there is also much similarity and uniformity amongst each

other. As the gap closes between what one has and one needs,

wants and expects, satisfaction increases for the

individual.
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LITER.ATURE ON THE I,IFE SATISFÀCTTON OF THE FTDERLY

Studies on life satisfaction have attempted. to identify what

factors can be linked. to life satj-sfaction of the eIderIy.

Associated. with higher overall life satisfaclion are

satisfaction with social activity and interaction (Grant &

Chappell, 1983; Graney, 'J.975; Markj-des & Martln, t979; Tobin

& Neugarten, 'J-96L; conner et â1 , ]-97 9; Aging in Manitoba,

Lg73; Smith & Lipman, !972), companionship and social

supports (chappell & Badger, 1989; Bowling et ô1, 1989) '
social integration (Liang et â1, 1980), higher levels of

role involvement (Elliott & Barrj-s, 1-984) family and friends

(Aging in t'lanitoba, 1973), perceived health status (Grant &

Chappe]I, 1983; Wolk & Telleen, 1976; Markides & Martin,

AgTg; Gfellner, l-989), higher functional status (Osberg et

â1, t9B7l, housing (WoIk & Tel]een, L976), envj-ronment

(Lawton et â1, 1978), person-environment conçlruence (Nehrke

et â1, 1984 ) , lower IeveIs of economj-cal and soc j-aI-

psychological_ constraint and lncreased opportunities for

self-determination (VaIlerand, 1989; Smith & Llpman, 'J-972;

Wolk & Te1leen, 1-976).

Activity, Interaction and Relationships

Some of the conslstently most important elements involved in

the life satj-sfaction of the aged are social j-nteraction,

activity level and relationsþips with family and friends.

Some studies have focussed solely on activity l-eve]s

(Graney, 1,975; Markides & Martiu,]-979; Tobin & Neugarten,
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L96L; Smith & Lipman; Grant & Chappe1l, l-983 ) and others on

the quality of the interaction and degree of companionship

with others (Bowling et â1, 1989; Conner et dI, 1979; Liang

et êI, 1980; Chappell & Badger, 1989) as impontant for

higher life satisfaction levels. Health is considered of

primary i-mportance for nalntaining one's 1evel of activity

and subsequently ones' quality of life.

The relationship between life satisfaction and social

interactÍon in the aging was investigated by Tobj-n and

Neugarten (196L). Their study tested the hlrpothesis implicit

in the disengagement theory "that there is a positive

retationshlp between disengagement and psychological_wel1-

being in the agied" (p. 344). The study sample consisted of

people fifty years of age and over who were living in the

community and who were relatively welI. Their results found

that for this group social interaction was positively

related to life satisfaction in the elderly and that this

association increased with age. This supports a theory of

enqagement wlth aging (p.3a6) and the need for increased

opportunities for social lnteraction.

The relationship between happiness and social participatlon

in aging was also investigated by craney ( 1975 ) in a

longitudinal study of l^¡omen aged 62 to 89 years who were

living in the community and who were in good health. Their

levels of activity were reported in nj-ne measures of social
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participation. The results conflrmed what was found in other

previous studies that "happiness and social activity were

directly related" (p. 703).

A study by Markides and Martin (1979) considered a causal

nodel of life satlsfaction among the eIderly. rt too used a

community based sample of seniors aged sixty years and over.

Life satisfaction was neasured using the Life Satisfaction

Index (LsI) (Neugarten et ê1, L961). Self reports of health

and measures of socioeconomic status and formal and informal

activlty leveIs were used. The results demonstrated that

both activity leve}s and self-reported health were strong

predictors of life satisfaction. Although health was found

directly to influence life satisfaction it also had an

indirect influence on it by "permltting or preventing

individuals fron engaging in essential life satisfying

activities" (p.91). This points to health as the primary

factor with activity as a secondary factor influencing life

satisfaction in the elderly.

some investj-gators have focussed on the quality of the

interpersonal relationships (Conner et â1, ]-979; Liang et

â1, 1980) and the presence of a confidant or other

meaningful significant other (chappell & Badger, t9B9;

Bowling et â1, 1989), rather than solely on the frequency of

interaction and activity. None of the subjects were

institutionalized in these studies. The results indicated
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that the number of interactions

for life satisfaction. Rather the

relationship and. the presence

confided in were the most crucial

were not always important

quality and meaning of the

of someone who could be

factors for well being.

In the extensive ten volume study entitled Aqincr 1n

Manitoba: Needs and Resources (L9731, life satisfaction and

its correlates for both community and institutional elders

vrere invest j-gated. The f indings indicate that only 43.22 of

the elderly in facilities (ie. hosËe1s, nursing homes,

mental and extended care hospitals) have good or excellent

life satj-sfaction, âs measured by the Life Satisfaction

Inventory-A (tsI-A) (Neugarten et â1, 1961). The findings

conclude that increased happiness would be found for this

group:

"- by being closer Lo family or friends (30.5%);

- through more opportunity to do what they enjoy

(24 .2v") ;

through more participation with others (

through opportuuÍties for participation
2t

in

sz);

their

own language (tO.6Z);

- through opportunities for volunteer work or

employment (5.0e")" (Thompson and Havens, 1974,

p. 7).

These results emphasize the importance of both the

relationship with family and friends, and the opportunity
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for meaningful social activity and interaction for increased

life satisfaction.

Effects of Insti-tutionalization

other studies have focused on the effects of

institutlonalization on the elder1y, particularly in acute

care hospital wards. Findings suggest that there are

frequently iatrogenic effects for these people such as falls

(McArdle et â1, 1975; Gillick et â1, 1982), infections

(McArdIe et â1, t9751, eatj-ng problems, increased.

incontinence and confusion (Gillick et â1, 'J'982), and drug

complj-cations and interactions (Steel et â1, 19BL). As we]|,

health care professionals recognize that those waitíng on

acute care wards can become neglected and depressed (Globe

and t"lait, L9B7l. In general, the literature suggests that

hospital life for extended periods contrÍbutes to social and

physical deterioration in the elderly especially for those

living on an acute care ward.

THE SICK ROLE

In order to further understand the psycho-social issues

associated with the chronically i11 elderly it is necessary

to examine the 'sick role' concept.

The sick role was first conceptualized by falcott Parsons

(195L). Sickness was recoqnized in terms of its social role-

The model included four role expectations for the sick
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person relative to the sj-ck role (Parsons, 1951-, pp. 436-

437 ) . The first is "the exemptions from normal soclal role

responsibilities" which is both a right and an obligation of

a sick person. The second rol-e expectation is -the sick

person is exempt from responsibility for the illness and

therefore must rrbe taken care of" i-n order to recover. The

third views illness as being undesirable with an obligation

of the patient to get well as quickly as possible. The

fourth expectati-on is for the person to accept help from and

cooperate with medical persons in order to alIow oneself to
get better. The sick role defines the sick person as being

helpless and in need of help by health care professionals in

order to cure oneself of illnesses which are beyond one's

control or ability to deal with (pp. 440-441). The

dependency associated with the sick role, although viewed as

undesirable, j-s also viewed as a necessary step for

recovering and moving out of the iIlness.

Researchers have pointed out that Parson's model applies to

those who are acutely i1I rather than chronically ilI and

needs to be modified to reflect this. For the chronically

i1l there is no expectation of nor working towards getting

better and moving out of the sick role. It is not a

temporary state for this group but rather a new permanenL

role that requires adjustment to. Words like 'chronic' and

'i1lness' are often associated with hopelessness and

helplessness. Those who have chronic illnesses are often
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"aIIowed to play the sick role and be excused from social

obligationstr (Lipman & Sterne, 'J-969, p. L97) -

For the aged, dependence has been socially legitimized and

reinforced in various ways such as through mandatory

retirement, OId Age Security and methods of responding to

chronic conditions (Lipman & Sterne, L969). For those who

have been accustomed to j-ndependence in previous years thj-s

ascribed role can produce feelings of low morale, failure,

degradation and frustration (Lipman & Sterne, 1-969). A study

by Petroni ( L969 ) found that older people perceived more

riqht to the sick role than younger people and that

"respond.ents perceived more legitimacy to t_he sick role for

chronic than for acute illnesses" (p. 180).

The emotional responses for patients entering into the role

of chronic illness can be that of mourning and. depression

(CatIahan et â1, L966). The sick role responses can manifest

themselves in the following manner accordj-ng to Callahan et

al (L966). There RêY, at first, bê a preoccupation wlth

oneself and one's physical Íl]nesses which may be accepted

and reinforced by both the patient and the people around

him/þer. Second, there may be a reduction of interest

towards outside everyday events, including that of friends

and family. Third, the patient may react with a certaln

d.egree of emotional dependence related to "the physlcal

dependence forced upon him by the illness itself" (p. 888).
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This may be reinforced by the nurturing and caretaking roles

played by the hospital staff. The fourth reaction may be a

hlpochondriacal behavior. These reactions depend largely on

the kind of person the patient was prior to the illness and

whether or not the patient is willing and able to make the

necessary adjustments in using the non-sick parts in gaining

control. Other sick role reactions may include denial and

Iack of cooperation with therapy and changes necessary for

adjusting to the conditlon. on the other extreme is total

dependence, inactivity and non-participation in physical or

social roles.

The healthier reactj-on is that of mutual participation

(Ca11ahan et â1, 1966). This model describes the patient as

being less dependent and passJ-ve and as having more control,

while acknowledging the need for assistance with certain

items. This role requires the relì-nquishing of the staff's

and family's need for authority and the need that causes

them to maintain the patient in the sick role. It may also

require interpersonal work with the patient to help deal

with the difficulties, changes and feelings associated with

the chronic illness. It promotes a gaining of control, by

the patient, while lettj-ng go of the idea of a cure as is

proposed in the original Parsonian model. The new

relatlonship incorporates the patient's psycho-social needs

into the health care plan and promotes a balance of meeting
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the dependency needs, by family and staff, while stressing

the patient's remaining abilities.

In summary, the literature indicates that the elderly have

specific needs for maintaining their life satisfactj-on.

Associated with higher life satisfaction are satisfaction

with family life, social activity and interaction,

companionship and social supports, perceived health status,

housing, social integration, environment, l-ess economic and

soc j- aI -psychologic a1 constraint, person-environment

congruence, higher functional status, and increased role

involvement. Most of the studies pertain to elderly people

who are relatively well and living in the community. This

study provides some new data on how these factors apply to

the elderly living in an acute care institution.

The Aginq in Manitoba Studv (1973) provides a sound model

for_ identifying the needs of the e1derly. Although it dea1s,

in part, with life satisfaction for the institutionalized

elderly ín various settings, it does not single out and deal

specifically with the group investlgated in this study, that

is, panel1ed, hospi-talized patients.

The literature on long term hospitalization of the elderly

supports the notion of negative effects of hospitalization

for this group but tends to focus on medical issues and

physical aspects raLher than on the psycho-social needs.
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None of the investigations deal specifically with the group

being studied in this project.

The notion of the 'slck role' is also an importanb concept

to consider when exploring the psycho-social aspects

associated with the chronic care elderly. Often emotional

dependence and a removal from social role responsibility is

reinforced by society at large and particularly by the

health care system when people become iII. Although this may

be appropriate for the recovery of the acutely iII it is not

so for the chronically iII. A prolonged sick role without

hope of recovery can result in depression and low morale

because of the losses associated with a 
_ 

changed health

status. A heatthier response to chronic illness includes

assumj-ng greater control, when possible, and accepting a

dependency ro1e, when necessary. This adjustment is an

essential- one for the chronic care patient because it

creates a balance between the need for care and assisLance

and the need for self-determi-naLion.
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CHAPTER II

PRACTICI'M DESTGN

TTTE CONTEXT

The st. Boniface General Hospital is an 878 bed acute care

hospital in WinniPeg, Manitoba with a catchment area of the

Province of Manitoba. When an elderly patient is admitted to

the St. Boniface hospital, the intent is to provide

treatment and the goal 1s for the patient to return home.

Patients are generally admitted for surgical procedures, for

investigations and treatment of medical,/social problems, or

for rehabilitation purposes. some are admitted to the

Medical/Surgj-caI serv j-ce and others to the Geriatric

Medícine service. Admissions occur through the Emergency

Department or by referral from a physician or gerj-atrician

and there are specifj-c criteria in place for admissj-on to

either servi-ce. The criteria will be discussed in det.ail

below.

Manitobats Contj-nuing Care Proqram

Those patients who complete or respond well to their

treatment are discharged home. others are not able to return

home because they are assessed as no longer being able to

manage adequately and safely. These people then apply

through the Manitoba Government Continuing Care Program and

may be accepted for admission to a nursing home. As part of

the application process an assessment determines if the
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elderly person can be maintained at home or if nursing home

placement is required. If nurslng home placement is

considered necessary then each case is reviewed by a panel

consisting of a geriatrician, a social worker and 'a nurse.

The panel confirms the need for nursing home placement,

reviews the leveI of care required by the patient and

explores the possibility of the patient returning to their

home with home care services to await placement. This

applicatj-on and acceptance process is referred to as

"panelling" and the hospitalized patients, once assessed as

requÍring a nursj.ng home, are caIled "paneIled patientsrr.

The panelling process is the same for people in the

community and for people who are hospitalized. Following

panelling all approved applications are placed on a central

waiting list at the Office of Continuing Care where they

wait f or a nurs j-ng home bed to become available.

The hospitalized panelled patients are no longer 1n need of

acute care in a hospital but are al-so unable to return home

because their needs exceed those which can be met through

home care services. Therefore they are 'in limbo' and must

remain in hospital. For a variety of reasons the wait can be

lengthy ( in some cases a couple of years ) and the setting in

which the individual is waiting may be viewed as being less

than desirable in terms of its effect on the elder's life

satisfaction.
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HOSPTTAL WARDS

The waiting period can take place on either Medical/Surgical

wards or on Geriatric wards, âs both services have beds that

are allocated to and funded for panelled patients.' The two

servj-ces are considerably different.

Medical/suraical Service

The Medical/Surgical service is intended for patients who

require specific medical treatment or i-nvestigatlon or who

require surgery. The patient can be admitted from outside

the hospital or from Energency by a physician. All patj-ents

are admitted with the intent of receÍving treatment and

ret_urning to their home. Patients sometimes transfer out of

this servlce and into the Geriatric service if they are good

rehabilitation candidates and are expected to require a

longer stay. However once pane11ed, it is hospital policy

that a patient is generally not transferred off this service

and into Geriatric Medicine because they are no longer

considered suitable for rehabilitation. As a result, it is

here, rather than on a Geriatric ward, that the patient

awaÍts nursing home placement even though their health

status may be similar to that of the Geriatric service

panelled patient.

The wards are traditional hospital wards and patient turn-

over tends to be more frequent tþan on the Geriatric wards.

For example in the month of March 1990, '707 admissions
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occurred on this service, which consists of approxlmately

348 beds. This is compared to 31 admlssions on Geriatric

Medicine which consists of 156 beds (St. Bonlface Hospital

Statistics Department). Medical/Surgical wards are geared

towards the general population and are usually occupied by

short stay patients. In 1989, the average length of stay on

the Medical service was 1-6 days. This is compared to an

average length of stay on the Geriatri-c Medicine wards of

t42 days and a global average of 8.5 days (1989 Financial

Report, Department of Finance, St. Boniface General

Hospital). There are few or no lounge areas and. patients

have their meals in their rooms. There is often no common

televisj-on and patients are expected to rent a television if

they wish, which can become costly for long stay patients.

There are no recreational activities available on these

wards because it is not required nor is it approprj-ate for

the general population on this service.

The Medical/surgical service has a total of approximately

348 beds of which a maximum of 28 are funded for panelled

patients. flhen the bed occupancy for the panelled patients

on this service is at fulI or over capacity then these

pati-ents are given priority over the Geriatric service

panelled patients for moving to a nursing home. Thus the

transfer of this group can take place more quickly.
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GerÍatric Service

The Geriatric service is intended for rehabilitati-on and

long stay elderly patients. Patients aùnitted to this

service can come from outside the hospital, from Efitergency,

or from another ward. The patient nust, however, have

geriatric med.ical problems which are suitable for

rehabilitation, and must be adnitted by a gerj-atrician or

specific physician, depending on the service area. Patients

admitted to this service are expected to return to their

hone following treatment. However, if panelled for nursing

home placement they may remain on the hospital ward until

their transfer to the nursing home.

The ceriatric service is different than the Medical/Surgical

service in terms of 1ts philosophy, purpose, services and

atmosphere. The patient turn-over is slower on this servj-ce

compared to the Medical/surgical service, and it is

generally accepted that patients will require a longer

period of time on the ward. There j-s awareness and attentlon

paid to the etderly's psycho-social needs while they are

residents of these wards. For example, lounge areas are

available for patients and their families /vlsitors, and

patients are given the choice of having their meals wlth the

other patients in this area. Social activities qeared

specifically to the needs of this group are organized by a

Recreation Therapist and take place j-n the lounge area. A

televj-sion is set up for patient use in a communal area and
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patÍents are permitted to bring their own television into

their room. Often the lounges will contain a piano and/or a

sLereo and it will be decorated in a less sterile and more

"comfortable" fashion. Patients are encouraqed to dress in

their street clothes and outings are organized' for those who

are able to participate. These programs and practices are

considered important for the patient's quality of life.

The Geriatric service has a total of 158 beds. There is no

restriction on the number of beds allocated for occupancy by

panelled patients. This has implications for the length of

stay on the different wards. Whereas the Medical/Surgical

service panelled patients have priority for moving to a

nursing home when the panelled patient bed occupancy reaches

its limit (ie. over 28 panelled patients), the same is not

so for the Geriatric service. There j-s no restriction placed

on the number of beds occupied by panelled patients on the

Geriatric Medicine servlce. Because there is no pri-ority for

these patients to move to a nursinq home the length of

hospital stay could be longer.

?lhen considering panelled patients waiting for a transfer to

a nursing home while residing on a hospital ward, several

questions emerge:

L. Is there a difference in the level of life

satlsfaction of panelled patients on the

Medical,/surgical as compared with Geriatrlc services?
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2.

)

What facLors are associated with their life

satisfaction?

Does the health care system address the perceived

psycho-social needs of panelled patients?

These questions are critical and require attention for two

primary reasons. First, the shift in Canada's age structure

of the population points to a corresponding increase in the

need for long term care (He1ler et â1, 1986).

Secondly, both etderly cltizens and health care providers

are aware of the elderly's care needs and. the relevance _and

importance of life satj-sfaction during the final stages of

their lives. Policy makers in the health care and aglng

fields will need to continue focusing thej-r decision-makj-ng

efforts on how chronic care elderly people will be cared for

and what services and provisions are required for enhancing

their quality of life. one might speculate that providing

only the basic needs of food, clothing and. shelter are not

enough to sustain an adequate leve1 of life satisfaction.

rncreasing pressure by seniors groups is being placed on

policy makers to address these and other issues.

This study lnvestigated the research question of whether

panelled patients on the Geriatric service wiIl show a

higher 1evel of overall life satlsfacti-on than panelled
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patients on the Medical/Surgical service as measured

higher scores on the Andrews and Withey (1976) Quality

Life scaIe.

The following h:ru¡othesis was addressed in this sËudy.

Panelled patients with higher leve1s of overall life

satisfactj-on will show higher satisfaction with their

social contacts and relationships as measured by

correlations between life-as-a-whole and family

relations, frlendships, living partner and recreation

actlvity.

DESIGN

Cross-Sectional Survev

The design that was used was a cross-sectional survey

design. The cross-sectional design is a correlational design

that involves a survey of the subjects at one point in tj-me.

Thls design obtains information about individuals'

"properties and dispositions" (Nachmias, 1981, P.123) and

then uses various data analysis technj-ques to compare

different sub-groups. The comparisons between groups is

statistical and based on correlational techniques (Nachmias,

1e81 ) .

Data Sources

Three data sources were used. This allowed for a comparison

of information from different perspectives and the

by

of
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identification of gaps and similarities between these

sources. This study obtained information from the following

data sources: St. goniface Hospital patient file data base,

key informants, and consumers (patients).

A comprehensive demographic/statistical proflle was

available for each hospital patlent and access to this data

was approved for the purposes of this study. The data was

provided by the social workers on the wards for each

panelled patient already in hospital and for each new

panelled patient admitted up to and including September 21,

1"989. Two data forms were used (Appendix III). Data forms

were forwarded to the author who entered them into a file in

the uni-versity of Manj-toba mainframe computer. The data

col-lected provided information regarding:

Patient Name

- Birthdate

- SeX

Marital Status

Hospital Admission Date

Locati-on

Panelled Date

Informatj-on Regarding Cognitive Impairment

Level- Of Care
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Key Informant Data

Key informant data was obtained from people other than the

patj-ents themselves. This information was important for a

needs assessment because it provided a different perspective

to the patient's situation. The various perspectives helped

to determj-ne the similarities and gaps between the

viewpoints and can provid.e a more complete understanding of

the problem. This information helped to clarify what

services and programs were offered on each of the wards,

staff attitudes regarding the needs of the patients, and the

general philosophy of the staff.

Specific key people were selected for in-person interviews

because of their perceptlons of the environment and services

provided, the well-being of t.he patients, and how the system

attempts to address this issue (APPENDIX VI). The study's

design planned for intervj.ews with the following key

informants:

- two social Workers familiar with the wards and

patients;

two Nurses farniliar with the wards and patients;

one Director of Nursing for the Geriatric service;

one Director of Nursing for the Medical/Surqical

service;

one Medlcal Director for the

one MedÍcaI Director for the

service.

Geriatric service;

MedÍc a1l surgic aI
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Directors from both services were intervlewed because they

were able to provide informatj-on at a policy and program

leveI. The Director of Nursing and a clinical nurse from the

Medical service were unavailable for an interview.'The two

Social Workers and the Geriatric Medicine Nurse were

available to provid.e information on a more practical 1evel

through their direct experience with the patients. The

social workers were selected randomly from a pool of twelve

social workers. The Nurse was selected upon recomnendation

from the Director of wursing for three reasons. First,
permission was required to participate in the study. Second,

those who were more willing to participate were also

prepared to offer thelr own time. Third, because of staff

shifts and days off. it was more practical for the selection

to be made by someone who was more familiar with the nurses'

schedules.

Sanple

The appropriate subjects

those who were:

for incl-usion in the study were

panelled

living on a hospital ward

cognitively intact

All approprlate subjects

period were approached for
who r^Jere excluded were

during a three and

participation in the

patients who were

a half month

study. Those

cognitlvel-y
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impaired to the extent that they would be unable to

appropriately respond to the questions. Their ability to

participate was determined partly by information retrieved

from the data base and by the professional recommerldations

of the nurses and social workers who were familiar with

them.

Assessment of Menta1 Competencv

The process for determining a patÍent's level of cognltive

impairment was through the available patient data from the

Basic Data Forms and through consultation with staff members

lnvolved with the patient. on the Basic Data Forms the

social workers provided j-nformation to the author regarding

the patient's mental status by indicating which of the three

categories a patient feI1 most suitably under, ês follows:

1.

2.

3.

not cognitively impaired;

cognitively impaired to some extent;

cognltlvel-y impaired.

The panelling process, which all participants had undergone,

clearly shows mental incompetency when it exj-sts. A patient

who is considered cognitively impaired will not have sÍgned

the appl-ication for personaL care home placement but rather

will have been represented by a significant otþer such as a

rel-ative or friend who has private committeeshlp or by the

Public Trustee, acting in the best lnterest of. the patient.
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The process of having a representative act on beharf of the
patient is a 1egal process which deems the patient mentally

incompetenL.

A patient who was not cognitively lmpaired was one who

contj-nues to make hj-s /her own decisions in a competent

manner. All pati-ents in this category were considered

suitable for inclusion in the study.

A gray area existed in which an individual was not
considered entlrely mentally i-ncompetent or entirery
cognitively intact, but feI1 somewhere between. This was the
group that was_ categorlzed under "cogniti-veIy impaired to
some extentr'. All panelled patients were assessed by a

physi-cian, nurse and social worker prior to panelling. often
various tools were used to determj-ne leveI of irnpairment,

such as the Folstein Mini Mentar status Examination,

especi-al1y when some cognitive impairment was evident.
Generally the vari-ous disciplines would comment on the
patient's mental status uslng the results of testing with
such a tool or by offering their own impressions based. on

their involvement with the patient.

rt was not possibl-e to set rigid guidelines for determining

the individual-'s ability to participate in the study when

the patient feII into this category. The difficulties in
setting guidelines for the social workers to use arose
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because cognitive impairment takes many forms, affects

different functionings in each individual and may vary from

day to day. The professional judgements of the socj-aI

workers and nurses were used in conjunction with bhe Baslc

Data information for decid.ing on the suitability of each

patient for participation in the study. Since, prior to an

intervi-ew, there was no sure way of knowing which patients

in this category were capable of responding appropriately in

the interview the social workers and/or nurses provided

their professional opinions regarding unsuitable and

suítable subjects. Examples of unsuitable subjects includ.ed

patients who were easily agitated or who would have had

difficulty comprehending and responding to the questions.

For those whom staff were uncertain as to their suitability'

the author used a trial and error method to complete the

interview. If, after the interview began, difficulties arose

and it was evident that the subject was unsu.itable, then the

subject was excluded from the study. Every effort was made

to adapt the questions and conduct the interview in such a

way that 1t was understood and easily responded to by the

individual. This resulted 1n more qualitative and richer

responses by the patients.

More subjects were available from the Geriatric service than

the t'tedical/Surgical service because of 1ts higher numbers

of el-derly panelled patients. Twenty-three pallents from the
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Geriatrlc Medicine service were interviewed out of a

possible seventy-five panelled patients on this service.

Thls compared to thirteen patients from the Medical/Surgical

service interviewed out of a possible twenty-eight panelled

patients on this service. Proxies were not used because of

the nature of life satisfaction as a personal and subjective

measure.

C1ient interviews were conducted from the beginning of June,

1989 to the end of october, 1989. This was followed by key

informant interviews.

The design dj-scussed above was the most appropriate gj-ven

the time and resource Ii-mitations as well as the nature of

the study. The correlational and descriptive knowledge

levels that were obtained were necessary for a social needs

assessment. The cross-sectional survey design was

appropriate for obtaining this Ievel of knowledge and for

defining the population and its characteristics (Tripodi,

1983 ) . This data began to provid.e useful information about

the present way in which the system of care operates and its

contributions to the patients' life satisfaction. This type

of design is useful for program and policy decisions which

provided feedback relating to the original purposes of the

study.
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The results were generalizable to the St. gonj-f ace Hospj-ta1

and not to other hospitals. The level of generalizability

was appropriate for the study.

OPERATIONALIZATION OF KEY CONCEPTS

Elderlv

Elderly refers to those who are sixty-five years of age and

o1der.

Panelled Patients

Panelled patients refers to hospitalized indlviduals whose

applications have been approved by the Manitoba GovernmenL

Continuing cqre Panel for placement j-n a nursing home, but

who are not yet admitted to the nursing home.

St. Boniface General Hospital

The St Boniface General Hospital

hospital with a catchment area

province of Manitoba.

is an acute care teaching

which includes the entire

Geriatric Service

The Geriatric servj-ce includes wards 82, F'4, E5 and E6 at

the St. Boniface General Hospital.
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Medical/Surcrical Service

The Medical/Surgical wards are those designated as such

the hospital. This report also refers to these services

the Acute service

Life Satisfactlon Measure

Life satisfaction was measured using the Andrews and Withey

(,L976) Quality of Life scale (APPENDIX I). This scale

measures l1fe satisfaction in two ways. First, it asks the

subject to rate thelr life-as-a-who1e, referred. to as

"global" Iife satisfaction. Secondly, it asks the subject to

rate their satisfaction with a number of life sltuations,

referred to as 'td.omainsr'. The domains used were as follows:

health, finances, family relations, friendships, housj-ng,

living partner, recreation activity, religion, self-esteem,

and transportation. This Quality of Life measure was

reported to have substantial leve1s of validity and

rel.iability (Andrews and Withey, 1976, p.216). Andrews and

Withey (1976, p. 2]-6) estimated the D-T measure's valldity

to be at about . B. For reliability, 15-minute reliabilities

averaged .66 and a 6-month reliability was .40. Permission

was obtained from the authors for use of this measure

(APPENDTX VIT).

The 'health' variable referred only to ones' own perception

of t.heir phys ical health and f unctional capacity and

excluded the respondent's assessment of psycho-social well-

an

as
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being. The latter was represented in some of the other

items. The client's actual diagnosis was not considered in

this category but was represented in the demographic data.

The 'financesr variable referred to the patients' perceived

flnancial status, includ.ing income and assets. Their actual

financial status was not considered.

The variables 'family relationsr and 'friendships' referred

to various components of their relationships. These included

the perceived quatity and/or frequency of the contacts with

family and frj-ends in Lhe form of personal contacL, phone

caIIs, letters, etc.

The 'housing' variable was specifically in reference to the

patientsr assessment of their hospital environment. Some

items that could be considered in thls category were the

room, the entire ward, space, decor, noise Ievels, lounge

areas, staffing, etc.

Recreation activity included many different tlpes of

activities engaged in for pleasure when the patient was not

doing activities of daily living such as bathing, dressing,

eating, etc. rt referred to the perceived quality and

quantity of the activity performed either in or out of one's

room and included such items as reading, television,
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outings, organized programs, informal

visiting, individual activitÍes, etc.

get togethers,

spiritual

religious
The variable 'religion¡ referred to oner s

fulfillment while in hospital regardless of

afflliation or attendance at religious services.

The items considered when evaluating 'self-esteem' were how

patients felt about themselves, their sense of self respect

and feelings of self worth.

FinaIIy, 'transportationt was access to, availability and

affordability of public and/or private transportation

outside the hospital, where applicable.

Using partial correlation techniques, substantial levels of

covariation exÍst in the predictors of satisfaction with

life-as-a-who1e from satisfaction with the specifj-c domains

(Michalos, 1980). Each item of the scale was rated on a

seven point scale from "De1ightfulrt to "Terrible", referred

to as the D-T scale. The specification of the domains was

intended for the identification of the factors that were the

most important for this group of subject's overall life

sat.isf action.

In addition to the previously discussed measure, three open

ended questions were asked of the subjects. These questions
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further investigated the patients' life satisfactlon and how

they felt it could be improved. The intent was to provide a

cross reference to the D-T scale and to provide additional

qualitative and descriptive data. The questions 'were as

follows:

1. what, in general, would make your life happier?

2. What could the hospital do t,o improve your stay

here?

What do you like the best about this ward?

The Process: Preliminarv staff Meetinqs. Patient

Identification and patient rnterviews

The success of the practicum required the cooperation and

support of the social work staff. Prior to the client

interviews and data collection memos were circulated to and

meetings were held with staff (APPENDTX rr). The first

meetinçr with the social workers was held in the Spring,

1989. rts purpose was to lnform workers of the study's

purpose, to explain the writer's plans for carrying out the

study, and to ask for the assistance of the social workers

in data collection and in identifying aud introducing

appropriate interviewees. At this time support was obtained

from the social work team. A second meeting was held in

June, 1989 just prior to the client j-nterviews to review and

familiarj-ze the social workers with the data forms that they

would be compl-etj-ng, the interview process to be carried
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out , and the j-nterview schedule to be used. Further

exchanges of information were carrÍed ouL through brief

updates given at team meetings from time to time and through

one to one meetings with the social workers. The interviewer

worked very closely with the social workers throughout this
process. obtaining the social workers' support and

willingness to assist was crltical for accessj-ng both the

patients and the patient data.

All panelled patients were reviewed by the author and the

social worker involved with the patient to discuss their

suitability for inclusion in the study. When a patlent was

s_elected for inclus j-on in the.. study and an interview was

planned by the interviewer, the interviewer began by

contacting the patient's social worker and arranging for a

time to meet with the patient. The interviewer, accompanied.

by the social worker, approached the patient in person to

provide introductions, to provj-de the patÍent with a verbal

explanation of the purposes of the study and to obtain

written consent for participation in the study (APPENDIX V).

A written explanatj-on of the study had also been prepared to

distribute to interviewees (APPENDIX IV). However this was

found to be confusing to the patients and was excluded from

use. once consent was granted the interviewer proceeded with

the interview in a private area of the hospital It was

necessary to obtain consent in person rather than by mail so

that patients could be provided with more complete
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explanations and clarifications of their involvement in the

study while their social worker was present. This resulted

in increased comfort for the patient regarding their

involvement in the study and. a higher rate of consent for

inclusÍon.

All interviews were conducted by the author on a one-to-one

basis. Each interview was short and simple, and was

completed in approximately 45-60 minutes. Lengthy surveys

can become burdensome and tiring for the patient which, iri

turn, will have an effect on the accuracy of the responses

by the patients. The brief and structured interview schedule

was followed by some open ended questions. The open ended

questions not only allowed for some rich qualltative data

but also gave the respondent an opportunity to verbalize

his/her own thoughts and feeli-ngs on the subject.

ANÀLYSIS

The data were analyzed using both quantitative and

qualitative metlrods which served to compliment each other.

First, the demographic data provided a basj-c description of

the population under study. Frequency tables were used to

describe the patients on the Geriatric and Medical-/Surgical

services in terms of sex, â9ê, Ievel of care, length of time

panelled/admitted, location, etc. Mean life satisfaction
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scores and mean life-as-a-whole scores were also calculated

for the demographic items.

Second, bivariate analysis was used. cross tabulations

examined the relationships between the independent (globa1

life satisfaction) and dependent demographi-c (eg. location,

sex, level of care, length of wait, etc.) variables by

comparing the mean scores for different groupings of

patients for the overall life satisfaction measure and for

the life-as-a-whole measure. correlation coefficients were

also used to examine the relationship between the globaI

life-as-a-who1e measure and the various domains (hea1th,

finances, family etc. ) .

Multl-variate analysis was also used. Multiple regression

and partial correlation coefficient analyses further

examined the relationships between specific variables to

provide more detail to the results.

The open ended questions asked. of the patients added

rj-chness and detail to the quantitative study. This data was

orqanized and compared to the other qualitative and

quantitative data in order to make the results more

meaninqrful .

The data obtained from the key informants was qualitative

and was used primarily for descriptive and comparative
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purposes. It was helpful j-n determining the way in which the

hospital percelves and addresses the issue of life

satisfaction for this group, and its related philosophi-es,

policies, programs and practices

Most of the data analysis results were not statistically

significant. They did, however , indicate some trends and

provided qualitative material important for discussion and

consid.eration.
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CHAPTER ÏII

RESULTS OF THE PATIENT DATA AND INTERVIEI{S

The information gathered. from the data forms and from the

interviews with the patients was compiled and analyzed. Both

quantitative and qualitative results were obtained which are

presented in this section.

DEMOGRAPHTC DATA

Description of the Acute .And Geriatric Service Panelled

Patient Population

The total number of hospital patients who had already been

panelled prior to May 1, 1989 or who were panelled between

May !, 1-989 and September 2t, l-989 was L03 patients. of

these , 28 people (27.22 of the total) were on an Acute ward

(Medical or Surgical) and 75 people (72.8% of the total)

were on a Geriatric Medicine ward. Of the 28 people on the

Acute wards L3 (46.4e") were interviewed and 15 (53.6%) were

not. of the 75 people on tire Geriatric Medicine wards 23

(3O.7e") were interviewed and 52 (69.3%) were not. In total

36 (35e") people were intervlewed and 67 (65e") were not

(TABLE L).

of those who were not intervi-ewed the breakdown for the

reason for non partÍcipation reported by the patients'

socia] workers is presented in TABLE 2.
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TåBLE 1 Panelled Patients at St. noniface Hospital

]-03 PANELLED PATTENTS

ACUTE
28

GERTATRIC
75

NOT INTERVIEWED
1_5

TNTERVIEWED
13

NOT INTERVIEWED
52

INTERVÏEVIED
23

The majority of the patients who were unable to participate

in the study were unable to do so bècause of cognitive

impairment. They were considered unable to adequately

und.ersËand and particlpate in an intervlew of this na|ure.

Fifteen percent of the non-participants had either been

discharged to a personal care home or had deceased prior to

being able to j-nterview them. only a few (4.4%) were too ill

or anxious to be interviewed and. 3e. refused. One patient was

excluded because of age (mid twenties). The psycho-social

issues would be different for this age group and therefore

the interview would be irrelevant for this study.

Demographic Characteristics

The mean age of the respondents was 80.8 years (TABLE 3)

There were a higher number of women than men with 61.1"2 of
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TABLE 2 - Reason for Non Participation in the Study

REASON ACUTE GERIATRTC TOTAL ( e" )

COGNITIVE ÏMPAIR.

DTSCHARGED

DECEASED

ANXTOUS/ILL

REFUSED

NON GERÏATRIC

'J,2

t
l_

0

0

1

39

5

3

3

2

0

s]- ( 76.1_ )

6 ( e.0)

4 ( 6.0)

3 ( 4.4)

2 ( 3.0)

1 ( 1.s)

TOTALS

the patients being women and 38.9e" men. of the women 59.1'Z

were on the Geriatric service and 40.9% were on the Acute

service. Of the men 7!.4e. were on the Geriatric service and

28.6e. were on the Acute service. This distribution is

siurilar to the male/female ratio for the elderly in the

general population (Novak, 19BB).

only five percent of the patients were married. Most (61.1%)

were widowed which is common for people in this age group.

!3.9e. were single (never married) and those who were

separated or divorced comprised 8.3e. of this group. This

category was the lowest likeIy because separations and

divorces were generally not socially acceptable for this

generation.

15 6752
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TÀBLE 3 - Demographic characteristics of the Panelled
Patients

CTIARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY

SERVICE
Acute
Geriatric

sEx
MaIe
Female

CARE LEVET

MARITAL STATUS
Single
Married
Separated/oivorced
l.Iidowed
Not Knovrn

AGE

t4
22

1_3 (36.1e")
23 (63.e%)

(38 . 9e" )
( 6L. Le.)

27 (75.0e")
9 (25.0e")

(L3.9e")
(L3.9e.)
( 8.3e.)
(61.L%)

(25.0%)
(38.9e")
(36.L%)

'J.2 ( 33 . 3e" )

t2 (33.3e.)
72 (33.3e")

27 (7s.0%)
9 (25.0e")

16 (44.4e")
5 ( 13 .9e")

13 (36.1%)
2 ( 5 .6>")

1&2
3&4

64
76
86

5
5
3

22

9
74
L3

- 75
- 85

96

Years
Years
Years

1

62
261

POST PAIi¡EL TIME
59 Days

25L Days
584 Days

PRE HOSPTTAL SITUATTON
Living Alone
Living with Spouse/Family

PRE HOSPITAT RESIDENCE
Senior Citizen Housing
Apartment
House
Hotel
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None
Some
Very

65
255
377

COGNITTVE TMPAIRMEMT

TOTAL HOSPITAL TIME
239 Days
353 Days
693 Days

23
1t

2

63.9e.)
30.5e")

5.6e")

13 (36 . 1e. )
l_L (3o.5e")
72 (33.3%)

Most of the patients (75%) lived alone prior to

hospital j-zation. The remaind.er lived elther with their

spouse or with another family member. Since only five

percent were married this would indicate that twenty percent

of the respondents had been previ-ously living with another

family member.

The majority lived in a senior citj-zen's housing complex

(44.4e") prior to their hospitalization, followed closely by

those living in a house (36 . Le. ) . only L3 . 9e" lived in ã

standard apartment and 5.6% lived in a hotel.

Seventy fj-ve percent of those interviewed were panelled at a

leve1 one or two. on a care leveI scale of one to four these

would be the patients who were more independent and required

the least amount of assistance in their activities of daily

living. The remainder were leveIs three and four. This was

not representative of all of the panelled patients at St.
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Boniface General Hospitat but only representative of those

who were cognitively intact to the extent that they could

understand and respond appropriately to the interview. Often

1eve]s three and four patients require increased as.sistance

not only because of their physical functional 1eve] but

because of their decreased cognitive status.

The total average length of hospital stay from admj-ssion to

the time of this study's interview was 10.5 months. The mean

length of hospital stay prior to panelling was 4.6 months

and post panelling was 5.1 months to the interview. The

important cateqory to consider for this study was the post

panetling time frame because this was when the patient was

considered medically stable and no longer in need of

hospitalization. During this tj-me patients are ready to move

to a personal care home when a bed becomes available. The

pre'panelling time frame was considered to be when the

patient was considered medically unstable and sti1l in need

of hospitalization.

The diagnoses of the patients were diverse. These were

classified into broader categories of dj-seases using the

International Classification of Diseases ( L978 ) and a

profile is presented in TABLE 4 for the entire sample and

also separately for the patients on the Geriatric and Acute

services.
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TABLE 4 - Diagmoses of ttre Panelled PatÍents

ÐISEASE GERTATRIC ÀCUTE TOTAL

ENDOCRINE, NUTRITION,
METABOLIC, TMMUNITY

MENTAT

NERVOUS SYSTEM,
SENSES

CÏRCULATORY

DIGESTIVE

GENTTOURINARY

SKIN

MUSCULOSKELETAL

SYMPTOMS, STGNS,
ILL-DEFINED

INJURY

MISSING

2

9

1

0

1

1_

2

2

3

2

1

0

0

2

4

t2

3

L

L

1

4

2

3

1

0

2

3

23 36L3

The most clustered category was that of circulatory

diseases. These often included patients who have had a

cardio vascttlar attack (stroke) or congestive heart failure.

The majority of these patlents were found on the Gerj-atric
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service. This would be d.ue to the extenslve rehabilitation

efforts followlng the strokes.

PATIEMT TITTERVTEWS

Survev Results

A goal of the survey was to determine how patients perceived

their leve1 of life satisfaction at the present in the

hospital. Tn the survey patients were asked to rate their

satisfaction with the following items : 1 - health; 2

finances; 3 - family relatj-ons; 4 friendships; 5 - housing

(hospital environment); 6 living partner(s); 7 '

recreation activity; I rellgion (spiritual fulfillment); 9

self esteem; 10 transportation; tI - life-as-a-whole.

The scale utilized was a seven point Likert scale as

follows: 7

satisfying;
= delightful; g = very satisfying; 5 -

4 - m j-xed; 3 d.issatisfylng; I = very

dissatisfying; 1 - terrible

Using the average of the patients' responses to the first

ten items the mean life satisfacti-on was calculated for a

number of different categories. This score was a cumulative

score of the ten items. Also calculated were the mean life-

as-a-whoIe scores which was an average of the eleventh item

in the questj-onnaire. This item consisted of a pointed

question asking the respondents to rate how satisfied they

were with their life-as-a-whol-e at present. The mean life
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satisfactÍon and the mean life-as-a-who1e scores are

presented for the basj-c demographlc items in TABLE 5.

The overall mean life-as-a-who1e for all of the panelled

patients was 3.806 (dissatisfied - mixed) compared to the

overall mean life satisfaction of 4.573 (mixed - satisfied) .

The average life-as-a-whoIe scores for all of. the individual

demographic varlables were lower than the average life

satisfaction scores for the same variables. The average

life-as-a-who}e scores for the demographic categorj-es fe}l

within the range of three to five (dissatisfied to

satisfied) on the Terrible - Delightful scale whereas the

mean life satlsfaction scores felI between four and five

(mixed and satisfied). This indicates that although people

rated most of the ten ind.ividual items as being in the mid

to satisfactory range, there were other factors that made

them feel that their lives were not satj-sfactory and

therefore rated the question about their life-as-a-whole

more negatlvely.

Mean 1i-fe-as-a-whole and life satisfaction scores were

compared with elderly people j-n another study which focussed

on "Living Arrangements and Primary care" (Chappe11 &

Powell, 199O). The study iuvestigated the l-ife satisfaction

of people who were living in the community and who were

marrled, living alone or living with others. It used a

random sample of 1,286 people, aged 60 years and over. The
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TABTE 5 - l{ean Life Satisfaction and Life-As-A-WhoIe Scores
for the DemograPhic Items

CATEGORY LITE SATISFACTION LIFE-A,S-A.}THOLE

CARE LE\/ßL
L
2
3
4

SERVICE
Acute
Geriatric

sEx
Male
Female

MARITAL STATUS
Single
Married
Separated,/Divorced
Widowed
Not Known

ÀGE
75 Years
85 Years
96 Years

mean

4 .61,7
4.548

4.67t
4.511

4.600
4 .597
4.307
4.885

4.876
4 .522
4.t26
4 .571,

4 .228
4.732
4 .640

4.285
4.905
4.581

4.307
4.474
4.938

4.568
4 .587

4 .496

S.D.

.760
.7 06

.770

.690

N/A
.7 20
.894
.57 7

.837

.837

.57 7

.7 22

.833

.699

.641

.7 25

.647

.7L8

.669

.7'J,B

.669

.7 34

.667

.854

3.923
3.739

3.714
3 .864

3 .000
3.846
3.500
4 .333

4.000
3.400
s .333
3.955

3.889
3.286
4.308

3.385
4.636
3 .500

3.083
4.250
4.083

3.963
J 1)')J. JJJ

4.063

S.D.

l_.013
.953

.997

.97 t

N/A
.967
.983

1_.1-5s

L.095
1 .000
L. r.55

.958

.054

.97 5

.870

.038

.820

.888

.030

.900

.953

.97 4

.866

. 931

64
76
86

TOTAT HOSPIT^â,L TIME
65 - 239 DaYs

255 - 353 DaYs
377 693 Days

POST PAI'IEL TIME
L - 59 Days

62 - 251 DaYs
261- 584 DaYs

PRE HOSPITAL SITUATTON
Llving Alone
with Spouse/FamilY

PRE HOSPITAL RESIDENCE
Senior Cit Housing
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Apartment
House
Hotel

COGI{ITI\IE II¡IPÀIRI,ÍEIi¡T
None
some
VerY

4 .434
4.779
4.9t4

4 .514
4.618
5 .000

.447

.506

.7 07

.7 06

.77 5

.7 07

3 .000
3.769
4.000

3.522
4.273
4.500

L .095
1.000
7 .4t4

.996

.820
L .4L4

Terrible-Delightful Quality of Life scale (Andrews & Withey.

Lg|6) was used in this study to measure 11fe satisfaction.

The results indicated that the mean life satisfaction score

was 5.40 (Satisfied. - Very Satisfied) as compared to 4.573

(Mixed satisfied) for this study. The life-as-a-whole

score for the subjects in the Chappell and powell (1990)

stud.y was 5.15 ( Satisfied - Very Satisfied) as conpared to

3.806 (Dissatisfled - Mlxed) in this study. The lower score

for this study can likely be explained by differences in

health status and living situation (ie. home vs. hospital).

The patlents on the Acute wards and on the Geriatric

Medicine wards scored very similarly, contrary to the

hlpothesis that Ceriatric Medicine ward patients would score

higher. Vlhen crosstabulations were done the results

indicated that 6L.5e. of the Acute ward patients stated that

they were satisfied. when asked about their life-as-a-who1e

compared to only 43.5e, of the Geriatric Medicine patients

(TABLE 6).
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TABLE 6 - Crosstabulation of Service by Satisfaction with
Lif e-as-a-tJTroIe

SERVICE DISSATTSFTED MIXED SATISFIED TOTAL

z (n)

ACUTE 38.5

GßRIÀTRIC 43.5

eo (n)

0

L3.0

eo (n)

6L.5

43.5

% {n)

100.0 ( 13 )

L00.0 ( 23 )

TOTAI 41.7 (1s) B.s (3) s0.0 ( 18 ) r-oo. o (36 )

The hlpothesis was made on the basis that panelled patients

would respond more favorably to the attributes of the

Geriatric wards. _ some of. these include less sterile

surroundings, such as colored walls, pj-ctures, plants, and

lounge,/family areas, recreation programs, patients bringing

in theÍr own belongings, matching of roommates, greater

staff knowledge and awareness of the needs of this
population, primary nursing, approaches to care, etc.

Patients' comments on the open-ended questj-ons supported the

results of the similar scores.

The following are some of the patient's comments and some

speculations about the results. First, patients ou the acute

wards often stated that they did not expect anything

different from a hospital setting such as those items

offered on the ceriatrj-c Medicine wards. They generally
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expected to have their personal care and medical need.s

attended to which was being achieved on both services. This

does not necessarily negate the need for such items as

recreation programs and social interaction for elderly

patients but indicates that those on the acute servj-ce do

not feel as though they are mj-ssing out on anything because

they do not expect anything different from a hospital.

The Multiple Discrepancies Theory of Life Satisfaction

suggests that satisfaction is a function of what the client

perceives as gaps between what he/she wants, deserves and

needs, expects to have, has had in the past, and others have

(Mj-chalos, L985 ) . If the perceived needs, wants and

expectations are primarily that of medical and personal care

then these are congruent with what is being provided and the

patients would be fairly satisfied regardless of the

alternaLe programs offered. Once the Geriatric Med.icine

environment has been experienced. then perhaps the perceived

gaps between what one has, wants and deserves, and what

others have, would change and then patients may become more

dissatisfied as their expectations increase.

secondly, a comment sometimes

were satisfied being left

themselves as being sick and

socialization or any other

would likely be reinforced

made by patients was that they

a1one. They generally viewed

did not want to be involved in

activities. This 'sick role'

in a hospital setting. The
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environment can be very powerful in inducing helplessness

and giving up (Langer & Avorn, 'J-987 ) and 'rincompetence may

be inferred from very subtle envj-ronmental and interpersonal

cues" (p. 465).

The desire to be left alone may also be a functlon of
patients previously being accustomed to their independence,

a greater emphasis on work, and a non famlliarity of this
generation with recreat j-onal act j-vities, partlcularly with

those provided on the Geriatric Med.icine service.

Males and females scored similarly. Crosstabulations showed

that both groups were equally satisfíed and_ dissatisfied
with their life-as-a-whole (TABLE 7) with each group having

50% of their people satisfied.

TABLE 7 - Crosstabulation of sex by Satisfaction with Life-
As-A-t{trole

LEVEt DISSÀTISFIED T.{IXED SATISFÏED TOTAT

l,fAtE

FEI,IALE

z (n)

42.9

40.9

eo (n) ea (n)

50.0

50. 0

eo (n)

1_00.0 (L4

100.0 (22

7.1

9.L

)

)

8.3 (3)
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Although the combined scores of the leveI 1 and 2 patients

was higher than the 1evel 3 and 4 patients, when these were

examined as four separate categories the distribution was

different. Individually the level threes and four:s scored

slightly higher than the others (TABLE 8).

TÀBLE I - Crosstabulation of Care Level by Life Satisfaction

TE\rEL DISSÀTISFIED HTXRD SATISFIED TOTAL

1

2_

3

4

,o (n)

0

23. r.

33 .3

0

eo (n)

1_00.0

50.0

33.s

66.7

eo (n)

0

26.9

33 .3

33 .3

eo (n)

1"00. o ( 1)

L00. o (26)

L00.o (6)

1oo.o (3)

TOTAL 22.2 (B) so.0 (18) 27.8 (10) 1_00.0 ( 36 )

Speculations can be made about the level of care results. As

the patients' care needs increase and they are having

increasing difficulty caring for themselves, perhaps they

find more securlty and comfort in being cared for by health

care personnel in a safe setting. This group may have

already adjusted to tire realities of their decreased

physlcai status wltereas those classified at a lighter level-

of care are somewhat more indepeudent and in a state of
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Lransition. They know tþat they need assistance but still

wonder j.f they could be managing in thelr own homes.

In the t"tarital Status category the single (never .married)

patients were the most satisfied while the

separated/divorced were the ]east. When responding to the

life-as-a-who1e question 60Z of the single people were

satisfied white 66.7% of. the separaLed or divorced were

dissatj.sf ied (TABLE 9).

TABLE 9 - Crosstabulation of l,larital Status by Satisfaction
with tife-as-a l{hole

STÀTUS DISSATISFIED I.IIXED SATISFIED TOTAT

SINGLE

uennrro

sEP,/DIV

WIDOTTED

I'NKNOTIN

z (n)

40.0

40.0

66 .7

36 .4

100.0

eo (n)

0

20 .0

0

9.1

0

eo (n)

60.0

40.0

33.3

54 .5

0

eo (n)

100.0 ( s )

r.00.0 (s)

100.0 ( 3 )

100.0 (22)

i.00.0 (1)

TOTAI 41-.7 (15) 8.3 (3) s0.0 (18) 100.0 (36)
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One might speculate that single people, who may have fewer

expectatj-ons for reliance upon care by other family members,

are satisfied with the level of care provided in the

hospital. Although the small numbers of respondents- in this
category are not sufficient to substantiate this finding the

literature suggests that loneliness, lack of social supports

and companionship is related to lower levels of well-being
(Bow1ing et â1, L989; Chappell & Badger, L9B9; Conner et ê1,

!979). The quantity and the quality of their practical and

social-emotional supports may increase with hospitalj-zatj-on

because of the attention from the staff.

l{hen the pre-hospital livin_g situation was considered those

who had been previously living alone were more satisfied
than those who had been living with someone eIse. The

crosstabulations i-ndi-cated that when asked about their life-
as-a-whoIe 59.3% of those who had lived alone considered

themselves to be satisfied at present and 55.6e" of those who

had lived with someone were dissatisfied (TABLE 10).

l.lhile

alone

that

alone,

the literature does not support a

and decreased life satisfaction
for the group of people who were

link between living
one might speculate

previously living
opportunities forthere may be decreased

companionship and fewer supports, âs compared to those

living with a family member. This may contrj-bute to
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TABLE 1O Crosstabulation
by satisfaction

of Pre Hospital Living Situation
with Life-as-a-lJhole

TIVING DISSÀTISFIED t{IXED SATlSTIED TOTAL

ALONE

sPousB/
FAI.IILY

eo (n)

37 .0

55.6

eo (n)

3.7

22.2

eo (n)

59.3

22.2

g. "(n)

L00.0 (27 )

100.0 ( e )

TOTAT 41.7 ( 36 ) 8.3 (3) so.o (18) 100.0 ( 36 )

i-ncreased satisfaction with the care and support provided in

the hospital. Thê literature links the presence of

meaningful relationships to hlgher levels of life

satisfaction (chappell & Badger, 1-989; Conner et â1, :..979;

BowlÍng et â1, L989). For those who were previously alone

the support of the hospital staff may be percei-ved as being

more desirable and safer than being alone. Those who had

lived with a spouse or family member may have preferred this

1evel of interpersonal relatj-onship rather than that which

would be available in the hospital in spite of difficulties

in managing at hone. or perhaps they just reaIly miss the

people themselves.

When the results were considered in terms of age the

youngest (under 75 years) were tire most dissatj-sfied in the

mean life sat,isfaction category but the 76 - 85 year olds
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were the least satisfied when asked about their life-as-a-

whole. The 86 years and over group had 61.5e. of the patients

satisfied with their life-as-a-whole (TABLE 11).

TÀBLB 11 - Crosstabulation of Age by satisfactÍon witb tife-
As-À-WhoIe

AGE DISSÃTTSFIED I.{IXED SATISFIED TOTAT

Years

64-75

76-85

86-96

eo (n)

44 .4

57 .t
23 .1

eo (n)

0

7.7

L5 .4

% (n)

55.6

35.7

61_.5

ea (n)

100.0 ( e )

r_00.0 (14)

100.0 ( 13 )

TOTAI, 4t.7 ( 1s ) 8.3 (3) 50.0 (18) Loo.o (36)

The following are speculations about the age difference

results. Perhaps the older patients can consider their

lives, more than the younger elders, to have been fuIl and

are more willing to accept their declining status. As well

they have likeIy already had to adapt to many changes and so

may have developed better adaptation mechanisms. other

explanations may be disengagement (Novak,1988) for the older

group or a sense of resignation.

When considering

from admission

tire

to

patients' toLal length of hospital stay

the interview time those who had been
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hospitalized less than I months tended to be the most

dissatisfied. Following panelling for personal care home

placement life satisfaction scores i-ncreased with longer

length of hospital stay (TABLE 12).

The length of stay results indicate that the longer people

stay in hospital the more settled and satisfied they become

with their surroundings and the staff assisting them. This

may also be due to becoming more compliant and resigned, and

adopting a 'sick role' (Callahan, 1966; Sega11, 1976). This

lengthy wait can have a negatlve impact on patients when

they nove to a personal care home. The more settled and

adjusted they become to the hospital the more difficult it
would likely be to relocate and readjust. with increasing

time the hospital becomes more comfortable and becomes their
home regardless of the atmosphere.

TABLE L2 - Crosstal¡ulation of Length of Tine Following
Panelling to Interview by Life Satisfaction

TTME DISSATTSFIED MIXED SATISFIED TOTAL

DAYS

l_-59

62-254

261-584

% (n)

25.0

)) tJJ. J

8.3

4 (n)

58.3

50.0

41.7

eo (n)

1,6.7

16.7

50.0

eo (n)

100.0 ( 12 )

100.0 (]-2)

100.0 (12)

s0.0 (18)TOTAI 22.2 (8)
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Life satj-sfaction Íncreased with increased cognitive

impairment. Of the non cognitively impaired 52.2e. were

dÍssatisfied with their life-as-a-whole whereas 63.62 and

50e" of the partially impaired and the cognitively -impaired

respectively were satisfied (TABLE 13).

The mental status results can be explained in a similar way

to the ]eve]s of care. Those who were cognitively intact

might believe they could manage outside of an institution

and may be ambivalent about their need for

institutional iz ation .

TABLE 13 - crosstabulation of cogmitive rmpairment by
Satisfaction with Life-as-a-tfhole

IMPAIRßD DTSSATISFTED MIXI{D SATISFIED TOTAL

NO

SOME

YES

eo (n)

52.2'

78 .2

50.0

eo (n)

4.3

18.2

0

eo (n)

43.5

63.6

s0 .0

eo (n)

r.00.0 (23 )

100.o (11)

100.0 (2\

TOTAT 4L.7 ( 1s )

In keeping with the

gap exj-sts between

is being offered in

8.3 (3) s0.0 ( 18 ) 100.0 ( 36 )

¡luItiple Discrepancies Theory perhaps a

their perceived needs and wants and what

this type of envj-ronment. In contrast,
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those who are more cognitively impaired may appreciate the

security provided by the hospital which rerieves them of the
pressures of trying to manage with dÍfficulty and confusion

on their own. The gap wourd decrease between their perceived

needs and what is actually being provided, thereby

increasing the revel of congruity between the patient and

the hospital's role and thus their satisfaction.

Life Satisfaction As Reported. Bv The panelled patients

The mean life satisfaction scores were calcurated for the

eleven varlables (health, finances...life-as-a-who1e) in the

client questionnaire. The results incrude the mean scores

for all of the respondents as well as the breakdown for the

Geriatric and Acute services (TABLE L4).

All of the mean life satisfacti-on scores for the eleven

variabres fell between three and six (dissatisfied. and very

satisfied). The three items that the patients were most

dissatisfied with were health, serf-esteem and riving
partner. These results were similar for both services

however for the Geriatric service the patients r^¡ere the most

dissatisfied with their health and for the Acute service the
patients were the most dissatisfied with their self-esteem.

The overall mean scores for all of the respondents indicate
that the patients were the most satisfied with
transportation, family and religion. This was not found when
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TABLE 14 - l{ean Scores for the Domains

VARTÀBTE
OVER;ATL

I.ÍEAN S.D
GERIATRIC ACUTE
MEAN I.{EAN

HEALTH 3 .77 8
FTNANCES 4.848
FAMILY RELATIONS 4.972
FRIENDSHTPS ,4.485
ENVIRONMENT 4.889
LTVING PARTNER 4.343
RECREATION ACTIVITY 4.444
RELTGTON 4.968
SELF ESTEEM 4.774
TRANSPORTATION 5.143
LIFE-AS-A-WHOLE 3.806

1, .77 5
1.228
t.612
1.564
1 .304
'L.z'J-t
1.520
L.224
1_ . 549
t.t45
1.600

3.478
4.7]=4
5.L74
4 .450
5 .043
4.273
4.391
4 .905
4 .'J.7 4
5. L05
3.739

4.308
5 .083
4 .615
4.538
4 .615
4 .462
4. 538
5 .100
4.000
5.222
3 .923

each service was examined separately. For the Geriatric

service, patients were the most satisfied with their family

relations followed by transportation and hospital

environrnent. The Acute service patients were the most

satisfied with transportation followed by religion and

finances.

The ltem that the patients were overall most dissatisfied

with was their health, partj-cu}arly those on the Geriatric

service. In the open ended questions when patients were

asked 'what would make their life happier' many of the

responses related to better health (APPENDIX VIII). Fifty-

six percent of the patients ( 20 patients ) made comments to

tiris effect of which L6 were from the Geriatric Medicine

service and 4 were from the Acute service. This was
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consistently percei-ved as the greatest probrem which

impacted negati-very on other aspects of their life such as

independence and ability to do the things that they wanted

to do. Patients often commented that their heal-th meant

everything to them but arso recognized that nothing more

could be done for thern in this area. The importance of
perceived good health for life satisfactj-on is consistent
with the literature (Markides & Martin, t979; Mcconatha a

McConatha, L9B9; Wolk & Tel1een, t9761. There is no clear
expranation for the higher satisfaction with hearth for the

Acute service patj-ents but perhaps the increased medlcal

focus on this service contributes to this finding. Also

maybe the Geriatric service patlents had higher expec_tations

of rehabilitati-on and were more disappointed at not being
able to return home.

The second lowest scoring item 1n the first ten d.omains was

self-esteen. During the open ended interview patients often
commenLed on how useless they felt and how they were now a

burden on others with no useful rore contrary to what they
were accustomed to in the past. Both number of roles and the
meaningfulness of these roles have been found to be

positively related to life satisfaction (Elrlott & Barris,
L987 ) . However for hospitar patients there was 1itt1e
cpportunity to pursue what was meaninqful, thereby
contributing to lower satisfaction with self esLeem.
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There were other items that patients commenLed on in the

open ended questions relating to their self-esteem. Many

commented on their lack of control, freedom, choice and

independence (APPENDIX VIII). Forty-two percent ' of the

patients (1-6 patients) referred to these items. There is

evidence that for instituti-onalized elders increased self

determination and control in every day activities is

important for increased life satisfaction (Vallerand et ð1,

r_989 ) .

some of the patients felt that they wanted to be able to

make more decisions for themselves such as bed time and

other such routines. As weII, many felt that their self

respect and dignity were negatively affected by such

practices as being handled. carelessly, being left on the

toilet too Iong, and not getting to the toilet on time.

These comments arose for patients on both services. one

gentleman that participated in the study felt good about

being able to discuss hls opinions about himself and about

the hospital. Some time following the interview with him the

writer received feedback from the social worker on hi-s ward

that whenever this qentleman was dissatj-sfied with the ward

he would ask to see the writer so that he could relate the

incident. He likely felt more in control and that his

opinions and comments \4tere meaningful and valued when he was

listened to in this manner. He may have also felt that he
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had an important

proj ect.

role by being able to assist with this

The third lowest scoring item was living partner with a mean

score of 4.343. Peopre on both services commented negatively
on the nurnber of roommate changes they had experienced

duri-ng their hospital stay although rarely did they speak

negati-vely about the peopre thenselves who were their
roommates. Another comment that was made by patlents was

regardi-ng the nolse levels on the ward, particularry with
respect to the noise made by other more confused patients.
sometimes the cognitively impaj-red people would wander into
other patientsr rooms which wourd make patients feel that
they had littre privacy and control. This rerates to the
patients' expressed need for more privacy and to be left
alone. Peopre generally wanted to have a space, however

small in size, to consj-der their own.

The patients on the Acute service were slightly more

satisfied with their living partners than those on the

Geriatric service. This is contrary to what would be

expected as the Geriatric Medicine wards have a srower

patient turnover and often staff will attempt to address the

compatibility issue for long stay patients by placlng

compatible peopre together and by attempting to encouragie

relationships. Tiìe Acute service is less likeIy to be able

to do this as their panelled patients are scattered
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throughout the service and roommates are often short stay

patients. Perhaps this difference is due to lower

expectations the Acute service patients had of the hospital

environment and patients. Few relationships - between

roommates would. have the opportunity to develop on the Acute

service. In the Geriatric service the patients would have

more of an opportunity to establish a rel-ationship with

their roommate and then their roommate would leave through a

transfer to a personal care home or through death. This

could be discouraging, dj-sappointing and frightening to

patlents.

The item that the patients found to_ be most satisfactory was

the transportation. This item was found amongst the three

most satisfactory items for patients on both servj-ces. Those

who went out for appointments and social outings found the

availability of and accessibility to transport.atlon (private

and public) to be no problem. This iten did not pertain to

many of the patients as most tended to remain within the

hospital setting and did not expect to be going out while

they were hospÍtalized. This leve1 of satj-sfaction was

representative only of those who htere able to obtain

transportation to go out and transportation was not highly

impacted on by the hospital.

The second most positively rated item was family relations

with a mean life satisfaction score of 4.972. For patients
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on the Geriatric Medicine wards this was the item that they

were the most satisfi.ed with. The Acute ward patients were

less satisfied with family relations and the mean score for
this item did not fal-l within the top three satj-sfactory
items for this group of patients. This category did not

reflect the frequency of family visits "¡ an objective
measure but rather it represented patlents'subjective

evaluatj-ons of their relationships which included both

quantity and quality. Although this item rated higher than

many of the others, one of the most frequently made comments

by patients on both services, other than their wish for
better health, was the wish for more family contact

(APPENDIX VrII). Thirty-nine percent of the patients (14

patients) made comments to this effect. patients often
wished that family and friends would visit more often and

that they could have easier and more frequent access to
telephones for contacting their significant others.

The difference in satisfaction with family rerations for the

two services may not necessarily be related to differe:-rces

in the frequencies of family visits. It may be related to
the differences in visiting conditions on the two services.
The Geriatric ward.s offer more privacy for patients and

their visitors because they have areas designated for
visiting that are furnished with comfortable seating and

resemble a home-like environment. This would contribute to
quality visits which would help to foster or maintain family
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relations. Patients often commented positively about these

areas. The Acute wards do not offer this environment and so

patients, especially those in semi-private rooms, would have

little opportunj-ty for quality visits with their relatives.

They would have to visÍt in their room with their roommate

present and/or their visits would occur in the midst of a

multitude of medically-related activities or j-n the noisy

hal]ways. This could contribute to the deterioration of and

dissatisfaction with family relations.

The item scoring the third highest life satisfaction score

was satlsfaction with religion, iê. spiritual fu1fillment.

This item was not amongst the most satisfactory for the

patients on the Geriatric Medicine wards but was for the

Acute patlents. Patients generally felt that their spiritual

needs were satisfied through private visits from relevanL

outside sources or throuqh in-hospital pastoral care

services available to all patients, through attendance at

hospital religious services and through private religious

activities. Opportunities for religious involvement exist

equally for patients on both services. Aside from the

spiritual fulfillment experienced by the Acute service

patients perhaps the visits from pastoral care workers

assume greater importance as an "activlty" and opportunity

for neaniugfuI socj-al interaction withln the hospital

setting particularly for this group of patients. There are
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few other opportunities provided

these people.

within the hospital for

The Geriatric service patients indicated that the hospital
environment was amongst the three most satisfactory items

for them. They scored higher than the Acute service patients

in this area. This suggests that the efforts to create a

less sterÍle and more appropriate environment has likery had

a positive impact on the patients. This may also be part of
the I'sick role" psyche where patients perceive themselves as

being sick and requiring hospitalization and this leve1 of
medical attention.

The Acute service patients indicated that their finances

were amongst the most satisfactory of the questionnaire

items. since the panelled patients throughout the hospital
are payj-ng equal per diem rates and because this rate is
subsidized and in keeplng with the oId Age pension and

Guaranteed rncome supprement rates, this item would not

likeIy be a significant issue for patients on either service
and would not be j-mpacted on by the hospital.

Patients' responses to their
low mean life satisfaction
Thls score was lower than

individual scores, the lowest

be Iow scoring for patients

life-as-a-whole resulted 1n a

score of 3.806 (dissatisfied).

all but one of the other

being health, and was found to

on both services. Al-though the
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first ten variables were chosen for the interview schedule

because they were expected to be the most relevant variables

for this population they are not likely entirely

representative of all aspects of the patients' fives and

areas of importance for them. This is evident because the

patients scored higher on the individual j-tems than on their

perceptions of their life-as-a-whole. Factors such as meals,

personal care, privacy, control and decj-sion making were

mentioned and discussed during the open ended section of the

interview and were raised as prj-mary daily issues for the

patients. These become increasinqly lmportant when onets

world shrinks.

çha pelafiônshin Between tife-As-A-tùhole And The Donains

The strength and direction of the relationship between life-

as-a-whole and the other ten domains was examj-ned using a

correlation coefficient analysis, a multiple regression

analysis and a partial correlation coefficient analysis.

In the correlation analysis (APPENDIX XI) the item mosL

highly correlated with life'as-a-whole was self-esteem

followed by health, environment, recreatj-on and finances.

The results do not indicate a causal relationship between

the variables. Tirey suggest that the domains and 1ife-as-a-

whole co-vary.
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The family relations, friendships and living partner did not

correlate significantly with Iife-as-a-who1e as earlier

suggested in the hlpothesis. However the respondents often

commented that, althouqh they were satÍsfied with family,

they wished that they could be closer to family and be with

them more frequently. There was littIe contact with friends,

however this was usually accepted and understood by patients

as their frj-ends were often elderly and were unable to

visit. They felt that easier access to a telephone would

help to maintain their family and friend relationships.

There has already been discussion about self-esteem, health,

environment and finances so the following dj-scussion will

focus on recreation as one of the items that correlated with

lif e-as-a-who}e. The second. hypothesi-s includ.ed recreation

as a factor related to life satisfaction. When this topic

was discussed in more depth with patients, those on the

Acute wards stated that they v¡ere satlsfied with their

activity level in the hospital and were not necessarily j-n

favor of organized in-hospital programs for them. Some

wanted to be left alone. Patients sometime stated trf rm sick

and can not do anythinq'f or ttI like to be left alone'r. As

discussed earlier this could be due to a number of factors

including expectations and sick ro]e. Those on the Geriatric
yedlclne service had. mixed commeuts about the programs

offered. Some attended reg.ularly and eujoyed them. Others

found that they were not meaningful for them.
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The comments that arose frequently on both services

pertained to continuity and control (APPENDIX VIII). Twenty-

five percent of the patients expressed the desire to be able

to do the things they used to do and enjoy, and to do what

they wanted to do. Some of these included going outside,

driving a car, going for a drive, going on a trip, gettj-ng

together with family and friends, dolng house and yard work,

going to church. Their needs and desires did not match what

was actually belng offered which, consistent with the

Multiple Discrepancies Theory, would contrj-bute to lower

life satisfaction. Activities in and of themselves did not

necessarily improve peoples' life satisfaction. The more

important factor seemed to be the meaningfulness _of the

activity. The expressed wishes for certain activities often
related l-ess to leisure activities and more to the

activities of daily living, the practical tasks and the

social activiti-es that the elders were more accustomed to.

A multiple regression analysis (APPENDIX X) was done to

further investigate the rerationship between self-esteem,

health and life-as-a-whoIe. The data showed that life-as-a-
whole could be explained more by self-esteem than by

percei-ved health. As earlier mentj-oned, in the correlation
coefflcients self-esteem was more highly correlated with
life-as-a-whole ( r=.766 ) than was heal-th correlated with
life-as-a-who1e (r=.497) . Although the correlations between

the var-iables showed a significant relationship between
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life-as-a-whoIe and health, the regression analysis

indicated that this relationship was not significant when

controlling for the other independent varj-abIes. The

relationshlp between life-as-a-whole and self-esteem was

statistically significant (p=.OOS¡) while the relationship
between Iife-as-a-whole and health was not significant
(p=.3000). The beta scores for self-esteem was also hlgher

(.597155) than the beta for health (.2227551 indicating a

stronger relationship between self-esteem and life-as-a-
whole. As weII, io the correlatj-on analysS-s there was a

moderate positive relationship between self-esteem and

health (r=.4i.1). Therefore, these data suggest that the

relationship between health and life-as-a-whoIe can be

explained by variables such as self-esteem. one speculation

may be that a person's health effects his/her self-esteem

which, 1n turn, influences satisfaction with 1j-fe-as-a-

who1e. The small numbers in this sanple makes this analysis

tenuous but this hypothesis could be tested using a larger
sample.

A partial correlation coefficient analysis was done with the

three variables of life-as-a-who1e, self-esteem and health
(APPENDIX XII). The results continued to show that self-
esteem was the most powerful variable for life satisfaction.
The results indj-cated that approximately 50% of the

variation in life-as-a-whoIe could be explained by self-
esteem ( r=. 7101 ) when the relationship between Life-as-a-
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whole and self-esteem were examined, including health and

controlling for its effects. Approximately 5eo of the

variatj-on in life-as-a-whole could be explaj-ned by health

(r=.2302) when the relationship between 1j-fe-as-a-wTro]e and

health was examined, including self-esteem and controlling

for its effects. This further supports the importance of

self-esteem.

Additional Co¡rments BY Patients

There were a number of ad.ditional important items discussed

during the interview which have not been discussed in this

report. The most siqnificant was that respondents

consistently spoke positively about the staff. They found

all levels of staff to be competent, carj-ng and providing of

good service (APPENDIX VIII). On the Geriatric Medicine

service 83% of the patients remarked in this way compared to

3LZ of the patients on the o",ri" service. This may not

reflect .a difference in competency, caring and service

provlsion by the different services but rather their

policies, programs and approaches. The Geriatric services

use a prlmary nursing approach where patients are assigned

the same nurse for extended periods of time. Although the

patients did not make direct reference to this particular

approach one might speculate that. this policy contributes to

their positive conments about the staff. Primary nursing

allows a relationship to develop which could benefit the

patient. The patient feels that herlshe has someone to talk
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to and confide in who cares. The literature supports the

need for a confidant, qualitative relationships and.

companj-onship for increased life satisfaction (Bowling et
â1, 1989; Conner et aI , !979; Chappell & Badger, 1.989).The

Acute service does not use this nursing approach so that the

patients have a constant turnover of staff.

Besides the prlmary nursing approach, the staff on the

Geriatric Medicine service are more accustomed to dealing

with this partì-cular populatlon and with long term care

issues. Panelled patients are the norm on this service and

practices are built in and supported at a program and policy

Ievel. On_the Acute service, patients with higher medical

requirements, such as those recovering from surgery, may be

given priority in terms of hospital staff attention than are

panelled patj-ents. These psycho-social benefits of the

Geriatric services to the patients were evident from the

interview comments.

A number of other posltive comments were made by patients
(APPENDIX VfïI). These included the feeling of safety and.

security offered by the hospital (2 patients), good meals (4

patients), the feeling of inclusion in declsion making by

some (1- patient) , recreatj-on programs {2 patients) , and

being allowed to bring in their own TV on the Gerlatric
servj-ce (L patient). These comments were made by patients on

both services -
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In addition to the previously mentioned comments that
patients felt would contrlbute to greater happiness, a

nurnber of patients wished that they could get out of the

hospital and go home or go to a nursing home (9 pa-tients).

This $ras likely related to feelings of being 'in limbo' and

the desire to become more settled at their destination.

SUt{tfARY

The data suggest those who had lower life satisfaction

scores were level 1 and 2 patients, those who were not

cognj-tively impaired, those who had been in hospital for
shorter lengths of time, those who had previously lived with

someone else, and those who were separated or divorced.

Those who required less care may have had greater

ambivalence about their need for the tlpe of care being

provided which may have contributed to their lower levels of

satisfaction. They may still be in a state of transition
regardinqr the acceptance of their present status. The same

explanation could apply to those who had been in hospital

for a shorter period of time and who had not yet come to

terms with their changed situation. The patients who had

previously lived with a family member or spouse were also

less satisfied. This may be explained. in terms of the change

in the nature of their relationships and closeness to family

once they were hospitali-zed. They would like1y feel more

isolated and lonely having moved away from their family and

home and into the hospital.
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Those who were most satisfied were those who had greater

care needs, were more cognitj-veIy impaÍred, those who had

been hospitalized for a longer period of time, those who

were younger, those who were single and those who .lrad been

living alone prior to hospitalization. Those who required

more medical care and assistance with activities of daily

living found security and comfort having their needs tended

to. The patients who were hospitalized for longer lengths of

time were also more settled and satisfied. This may be

explained because they have adjusted to the surroundings and

routine, have assumed a sick role in a nedical setting

and/or become more compliant with less choice and freedom.

Helplessness can be rej-nforced and fo_stered in this tlæe of

setting. Becomj-ng more settled with time can have a negative

impact on a move to a personal care home as people are

uprooted and relocated. For the patients who were previously

alone or single there was increased satisfaction as weII.

This was like1y because the level of support and

companionship increased with hospitalization as compared to

being at home alone.

Contrary to the original research assumption, the

satisfactj-on of patients on the Acute and Geriatric services

were similar. rn fact, the Acute service patients indicated

a slightly higher level of satisfaction than the patients on

the Geriatric service. This could be explained using the

Multip1e Discrepancies Theory- The patients on the Acute
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service did not expect the hospital to provide much more

than personal and medical care of which medical care was the

main focus on thls service. This role congruity would have a

tendency to reinforce a sick role and helplessn€ss. The

Cerj-atrj-c servj-ce, ir its attempts to pay attention to the

psycho-social needs of the patients would. raise their

expectations of the role of the hospital and create a gap

between what is expected and what can be provided.

The results from the life satisfaction variables pointed to

three itens that patients found to be unsatisfactory:

health, self-esteem and living partner (TABLE 14). Patients

felt 
_ 
that their poor health impacted negatively on their

independence and their ability to do the thlngs they wanted

to do. This was at the root of their dissatisfaction with

other psycho-social issues. Their perceptions of their self-

esteem was poor and they described themselves and their

situatj-ons using words like useless, burden and undignified.

Their wish was for greater freedom, choice, independence and

decision making. Patients were dissatisfied with the number

of roommate changes that occurred. These likely had an

impact on the forrning of good relat.ionships and conlributed

to feelings of ]oss, fear and disappointment with the

discharge or death of roonmates. The Acute service patients

seemed to have lower expectations regarding this and were

more accustomed to changing roommates. Living partners,

which included patients in other rooms, were often
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disruptive and this was viewed

privacy.
as being intrusive to ones'

The ceriatric patients indicated higher satisfaction with
family relatj-ons, environment and transportation (TABLE 14).

The satisfaction with the first two items were like1y
attributable to the improvements made on the Geriatric
service geared toward these particular issues. These were

factors which were related to fostering relationships and

J-mproving self-esteem. Regardless of the 1evel of
satisfaction with family, patients almost always wished for
more closeness and contact with their families.
Transportation was not impacted on by the hospital.

The patients on the Acute service were most satisfied with
religion, transportation and finances (TABLE 14). Since the

availability of spiritual resources was equal for both

servÍces the positive response for the Acute service may be

rerated more to the meaningfulness of the interaction and

vi-sits by the pastoral care workers and other private
resources, which is not provided to any extent through

alternate forms. The hospital has little if any impact on

finances and transportation.

The correlation analysis examined the relationships between

the individual domains and life-as-a-whole. Most highly
correlated with life-as-a-whol-e was self-esteem, followed by
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health, environment, recreation and finances. The importance

of seÌf-esteem as a strong predictor of life-as-a-whole was

substantiated by the multiple regresslon analysis and can

perhaps explain the relationship between health and'Iife-as-

a-who]e. These analyses only partially substantiated the

hlæothesis that life-as-a-who]e would correlate with family

relations, friendships, living partner and recreation.

Some other open ended comments offered by patients suggested

that they appreciated the care given by staff. More

particularly this seemed to relate to the relationships that

had developed with staff on the Geriatric service. There was

sometimes mention of the feelings _ of waiting and. being 'in

limbo' which contributed to unsettled feelings for some of

the patients.

In summary, the most significant findings arising from the

patient d.ata included the effects of the length of hospital

stay on ones' life satisfaction and the importance of self-

esteem and perceived health for satisfaction with life'as-a-

whole. These, âs well as the other mentioned findings, are

important for better understanding the psycho-social needs

of the panelled patj-ents and they have implications for the

development of policies, programs and practices.
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CHAPTER ÏV

RßSI¡LTS OF TIIE KEY INFORI.ÍANT IIiIIERVIEI{S Al{D COMPARISONS I{ITII

THE PATIENT SURI/EYS

In a social needs assessment it is important to compare the

various perspectives in order to provide a fuller

description of the current programs and. to determine more

completely the needs of the patients, considering the

options that are viable within a given system. This chapter

revj-ews the findings from the key informant interviews, and

compares and summarizes the patient and key informant

perspectives.

KEY INFORT.IANT I}{IERVIEWS

The key informant intervlews were conducted with various

leve1s of staff from both services. The intent was to obtain

the hospltal,s perspective on the psycho-socj-aI needs of the

patients from a policy, program and practice level and to

provide a cross reference to the patient data. The original

proposal planned for eight key informant intervj-ews,

consisting of four from each service. only six were

available for an interview but this number included both

adminÍstrative and clinical staff from each of the services

so that various perspectj-ves were represented.
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Kev fnformant Perspectives On The l¡ife Satisfaction Of The

Patients on fhe Geriatric And Acute Care Services

Using the eleven items on the patient questionnaire as a

guideline the key informants were asked to l1st the items

that they thought their servi-ce had the most positive impact

on for patients' life satlsfaction and the items that they

thought their service had. the most negative impact on for

the patients' 1j-fe satisfaction. They were also asked to

indicate which item(s) the service had little or no impact

on for the patients' life satisfaction.

The items that were most frequently considered by key

informants as having a negative impact on patients on the

Geriatric wards were environment and friendships (APPENDIX

rx) .

The environment was viewed as being far from ideal because

of its lack of privacy, its noise and activity }evels, and

its institutional atmosphere which was described as rrhard'r

and "fUnctiOnAlt' rather than rrWArmrr and "ComfOrtablet'. The

staff recogrnized the need for patients to have better access

to telephones so that they could maintain contact with

famlly and friends. As well the long hallways cluttered with

carts and. Iinens, the lack of fresh air, and the sharing of

personal space, such as bathtubs and bathrooms, were thought

to detract from the patients' well being.
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In spite of these negative ratings, some of the lnformants

also offered positj-ve comments about the envlronment

indicating that a great deal of attention had already been

paid to this issue, attempting to make the wards more

comfortable for the patients within the current hospital
structure. Frustration was expressed regarding the

limitations presented by the ward layouts.

In spite of some of the negative key informant comments

about the livinq environment this was one of the items that
the patients rated more favorably. It appears that the

servlce's recognition of and focus on such items as

staff/patient relationships and creating a less sterile and

more home tike environment may have contributed to greater

patient satisfaction with this item.

The key informants on the Geriatric service thought that the

hospital was not conducive to maintaining friends.hips and

that it had a negative impact on these relationships. The

staff thougirt that the friends would not view the hospital
as a livÍng arrangement but as a holding area for patì_enLs.

Their role as friends and visitors was not defi_ned or

encouragied in thÍs setting and so they would feel awkward

and uncomfortable on the ward. Another issue regardingr

friendships was the physical difficulty that elderly friends

would have in getting to the hospital. As we1l, it was

difflcul-t. for patients to maintain contact through other
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means because of inaccessibilitY

difficulty with letter writing.

to telephones and often

A comparison with the patient data for friendships indicates

that it was not considered amongst the most dissatisfactory

items for the patients. PatÍents rated this item as "mixed' .

PatÍents had 1ow expectations of maintaining their previous

friendships and recognized that it was difficult for their

elderly friends to visit. Some commented that many of their

friends had predeceased them. Some of the patients al5o

expressed the wish for better accessibility to telephones.

The key informants for the Gerj-atric servj-ce felt that they

had a positive impact on the patients' family relations'

health, recreation and. self-esteem. They not only considered

their medical assessments to be thorough and accurate but

thougþt that they addressed psycho-social issues such as

encouraging family involvement through regular family

conferences, through individual contact with families and

private visiting areas, by encouraqing patients to

participate in the social programs, and by helping to foster

and facilitate relationships on the wards through the

pairing of roommates. There was also an attempt to aIlow for

increased choice and decision making regarding meal times,

clothing, etc. and. staff encouraged patients to bring some

of their own belongings to the hospital. It was felt that

these activities contributed to increased self-esteem-
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In comparing these results to the patient surveys it was

found that the Geriatric Medicine servj-ce's programs that
were designed to address some of the psycho-social needs of
the patients did not reflect itself in the ovecall life
satisfaction score but appeared in some of the scores for
individual items and some of the open ended commenLs by

patients. In particular the service's recognitlon of and

focus on family involvement like1y contributed to greater

patient satisfactj-on wÍth this item. The patients rated

their satisfaction with family relations amongst the

highest.

Although the staff _felt that they had a positive impact on

the patients' self-esteem and hearth these were amongst the

most unsatisfactory for the patients. The patients expressed

the lack of and the staff also recognized the need for more

choice, independence, control and freedom and the

opportunj-ties to engage j-n more meaningfur activit,ies. These

were expected to contrj-bute to improved self-esteem which

was found to be correrated with life satisfactlon in the

correlation analysis.

The Íssue of physical health was an issue that was

frequently commented on by both the patients and the key

informants from both services. The patients were

dissatisfied with their health and. often considered it a

primary source of negative impact on other areas such as
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social activities and self-esteem. Yet both services thought

that health was the issue that they best addressed and most

positively impacted on for patients. Since the staff have

addressed patients' medical problerns to the ful]est or as

best they could and yet patients perceived their health as

being dissatisfactory there may always be a significant gap

i-n this area that is unresolvable but that continues to

dominate the patients' sense of well-being. This represents

a basic, significant loss to the patients hence the grievj-ng

or adjustment processes nust be considered for dealing with

these feelings.

Although staff recoqnized and attempted to address the issue

of living partners and compatibility this was still not

satisfactory to patients. In fact the level of

dissatisfaction with living partner was similar for both

services. However the staff on the Geriatric wards felt that

they had observed positive relationships develop from the

pairing of individuals and that they were attempting to deal

with this problem in spite of the constraints of the

hospital set-up.

on the whole staff seemed to be aware of the psycho-social

needs and wants of tire patients and their attempts to

improve the current situations for patì-ents resulted in

hÍgher patient satisfaction in many of these areas. rn

particular some of these ltems included patient satisfaction
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with family and envlronment on the Geriatric Medicine

service. This supports the value of the programs geared to

increasinql the patients' psycho-social well-being. Although

some of the positive attempts did not always result in

patj-ent satisfaction the staff were well aware of many of

the gaps and were continuing to attempt to deal with these.

The key informants for the Acute service thought that their

service had a negative impact on patients' recreation

activities, family and friendships, environment and self

esteem. Sometj-mes patients were found to be in a room with

more than one other person. There was little privacy in the

room and a lack of private visiting areas outside the room.

This contributed to difficultj-es in visiting with family and

friends and in having an area to consider oners own. Because

of the high patient turnover on this service, the

unavailability of social programs and tire lack of staff

attention due to other more "urgent" situations, informants

thought the patients were socially isolated and living in an

environment with little stimulation. The feelings of

isolation and of being ignored were thought by key

informants to contribute to low self-esteem and. lack of

dignity.

The lack of attention given to psycho-social issues was not

reflected. in lower overall life satisfaction scores for

patients on the Acute service but was reflected in lower
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scores, as compared to the Geriatric service, in some of the

individual domains (TABLE 14). when key informant result.s

were compared to the patient surveys it was found that, self-
esteem, family, environment and living partner w-ere also

rated amongst the most unsatisfactory by the patients. These

areas of need are indeed recognized by the key informants

but there has been no improvement of the situation at a

program and policy level by administratj-on given the

difficulties in appropriately integrati-ng the panelred

patients into the current hospital system.

The key informants from the Acute service considered their
nost positive impact as being on the patients' health. This

was viewed as their primary role and, although psycho-social

issues were recognized, they were not dealt with at a

program revel but rather somet.imes on an individual Ievel by

referrals to other resources such as social work or pastoral

care.

As previousry indicated the patients percej-ved their health
as being the most dissatisfactory item in spite of the

staff 's provi-sion of good medical attenti-on. perhaps, more

important than the need for a focus on medical attention is
tire need for assisting the patient 1n the grievinq or

adjustment process in dealing with these losses and changes.
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The patients tended. to rate at the top of their satisfactory

items those items that had litt1e to do with the hospital

such as transportation and finances which key informants

from both services considered themselves as having little or

no inpact on. Spiritual fulfillment was the third item rated

as satisfactory by the patients but this could be partly due

to the patients' self satisfaction with this or due to a

service offered equally to all patients in the hospital.

Those who received pastoral visits were appreciative of this

attention and. found the interaction to be meaningful. This

may be partially due to compensating for a lack of other

activities and opportunities for meaningful interaction.

The need for opportunities for increased meaningful

interpersonaL relationships have practice and policy

implications. Panelled. hospitalized patients are living in

an environment that focuses primarily on acute medical care

and less on psycho-social issues and relationships,

especially on the Acute service. The favorable responses to

and. the expressed need for companionship would indicate the

need to include these issues in the development of policies

and practlces regarding the care of this group of people.

Currently these issues are not being addressed at a policy

Ievel on the Acute service llor are there intentions to do

SO, in spite of the recognition of this problem. There is arì

attempt to address them at a practice level but resources

are limited and inadequate-
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The key j-nformanLs recognized that their services have

strengths and weaknesses and that these have impacts on

patients' leve}s of life satisfaction. For the Geri-atric

service the key informants thought that they had a positive

impact on many of the psycho-social aspects such as the

patients' health and on family relations, recreation, living

partner, environment and self-esteem and. a negative impact

on the ward environment and on friendships.

Some of these results were similar to that of the patients.

SpecificaIly, patients were most satisfied with their

environment and family relations, and had mixed feelings

about the recreation activities. Contrary to the comments by

staff, patients were most dissatisfied *itt their health,

self-esteem and living partner. The key informants for the

Acute service viewed their service as having excellent

health and medical care but detracting fron patients' family

and friend.ships, recreation, environment and self-esteem.

patients' comments similarly indicated a dj-ssatisfactiou

with their health, self-esteem and living partner and mixed

feelings about family, friendships,

environment.

Open Ended 9uestions

Key informants were

happier'? The Acute

be happier if theY

recreation and

asked 'what would make patients' lives

informants thought that patients would

were able to move out of the hospital
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more quickly. They recognized their service as being an

inappropriate and poor environment for the long-term well-
being of the panelled patients due to the medical focus,

lack of sti-mulation and contribution to 1ow self-est_eem. The

Geriatric informants responded by suggesting that patients

would benefit from the hospital encouraging increased

independence and decisi-on making, increased

individuali-zation and personalization, increased meaningful

contacts with others and increased opportunities for
meaningful Ínteraction and socialization.

In comparing these responses to the patients' comments it
was found that these same items were also of importance to

some of the patients. However overall the item that was

consistently commented on most frequently by the patients

was the wish for better health.

The key informants were asked ,what their service could do

to improve patients' hospital stays? The Acute j-nformants

recognized the need for increased recreation and

opportunities f or soc j-alization, increased choice and

decision making, primary nursing for the establishment of
relationships between patients and staff, increased privacy

and increased independence. The Geriatric informants'

comments included j-ncreased involvement, educat j-on,

communication and preparation for personal care home

placement, increased support and contacL for fam11ies,
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increased meaningful and purposeful activities qeared to the

needs and wants of the patients, increased opportunities for
coming and going outside the hospital setting, more pati-ent
j-nvolvement and decision making regarding their own care,

and improved attitudes towards those who are awaiting
personal care home placement.

These comments were similar to those expressed by the

patients. Although many of the patients felt that the staff
were doing the best they could, when questioned further the

most frequent item mentioned was the wish for more attentive
staff regardlng activities of daily livlng such as answering

call beI1s, asslstance to the toilet and off again, etc.

These nay not be recognized as significant items to staff
but they were significant activities in the lives of the

patients and relate to issues of self-esteem, dignity and

control as well as that of personal care needs.

Final1y, key informants were asked to indicate "what their
services did weII". The Acute informants felt that they

provided excellent medical care, ie. diagnosls and

treatment. The Geriatric informants thought that besides

excellent medical assessments, treatment and follow-up, they

provided a good multi-disci-plinary approach to care,

considering both the medical and psycho-social needs of the

patient. They saw themselves as treating people as

individuals and worthwhile beings, using a positive and
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encouraging approach for patients to do as well as they

could in all spheres. The informants on this service also

concluded that they did a good job of assisting patients in

planning for their future needs and that, âs a result, the

decision to panel for personal care home placement was

viewed by the staff and patients as being the right

decision.

These items were not speciflcally mentioned by the patienfs

however they may be inferred by some of the comments made by

the patients. The most frequently mentj-oned item by the

patients was the good care provided by the staff. This was

most frequently mentioned by patients on the Geriatric

Medicine service. The staff's philosophies of health care

provision, as mentioned in the staff comments, ilâY have

contributed to these results. As weII, although the primary

nursing was not mentioned aS the reason for commenting on

this item it may be speculated that this may also contribute

to Lhese results.

The key informants were asked to rate the patients' Ijfe

satisfaction and to indicate how much their service

contributed to patients' psycho-social well-being. Key

informants on both services thought the patients'

satisfaction was 'mixed' to 'satisfied'

informauts thought that they contributed 'some

well-being but the Gerlatric informants

. The Acute

' to patients'

thougirt they
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contributed

being.

'some' or 'to a great extentr to their wel-l_-

Comparing the patients' surveys to the key informantsr

surveys the overall rating of the patients' life
satisfaction was found to be similar (ie. mixed

satisfied) . However when the patients' responses to the

question about their life-as-a-whole was examined in
compari-son to this item it rated lower (ie. dissatisfied -
mixed) . These results were sinilar for both servj-ces.

In summary, a comparison of the patient and key informant

interviews indicated that even though the hospital's
policies and programs do not always futly address the need.s

of the patients the staff were well aware of many of these

needs and were aware of the contributions the hospital could

make for increased patient happiness. The attempts made to
address the psycho-social issues, particularly on the

Geriatric service, 1ikely contributed to greater

satisfaction with some of these items. The key informants'
remarks and the patient interviews raised sj-milar issues

regarding the needs of the patients. This congruency is a

step in the right direction.

When comparing the patient and key informa¡:t surveys

differences were found in the key informants' ratinqs of
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their services and the impacts

patients' life satisfaction.

that they had on the

The Acute informants viewed their strengths as lyinq in

their provision of good medical care. Although health was

considered an important issue for patients it was also rated

as unsatisfactory by them and was thought to be the primary

reason for their inability to live their lives as they

wanted to be able to. The key informants recognized their

Iack of emphasis on and lack of contribution to psycho-

social issues, such as relationships, social interaction and

self esteem, ât a program and policy 1eve1 and realized that

more attention paid to these issues would result in qreaLer

happiness for the patients. The need for a greater focus on

the psycho-social issues, especially that of lmproved self-

esteem and family contact, was also supported by the

patientst comments and Iow ratings of their life

satisfaction with these items. The key informants recoqnized

the difficulty in providing the patients with this type of

care given the diversi-ty of their wards and the scattering

of panelled patients and thereby felt that the best option

would be the quick movement of patients out of the hospital

and into personal care homes.

The Geriatric Medicine key informants recoqnized their

strengths both in providing good medical care and in dealing

with many of the psycho-social issues, such as families,
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socializatlon and self-esLeem. They also identified areas

requiring improvement regardj-ng some of the psycho-social

needs such

involvement

placement

interactions.

increased autonomy, family support,

in the preparations for personal care home

and opportunities for meaningful social

The patient interviews indicated a

satisfaction with some of these items, especially with

family relations and environment, but also indicated the

need for increased control and decision-making and a wish

for improved health. The recommendations offered by these

informants tended to include actj-ons to be taken by the

hospital for lmproving hospital programs and practi-ces

related to patient 
_satj-sfaction rather than quicker movement

to the personal care home, although this had also been

suggested in one of the key j-nformant lntervlews.

Although health was often considered to be t.he primary focus

and one of the best addressed issues by staff on both

services, this was the item that was amongst the most

unsatisfactory for the patients. Slnce the patients' medical

status was stable and they were unlikely to j-mprove further,

there may be a need. to focus more on the adjustment to the

losses and changes associated with their health than on

their physical status. This is necessary given the

importance of this factor for the patients.
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CHAPTER V

IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS FROM THE PATIENT AND KEY

INFORI,Í.ATüT IMTERVI Ef{S

The information obtained from the patient and key informant

interviews have important implications for the development

of policies, programs and practices regarding patients who

are waiting for a transfer to a nursing home in the

hospital. This chapter summarizes the findings and discusses

the implications of the findings.

The research question that patients on the Geriatric service

will show a higher level of overall life satisfaction than

panelled patients on the Med.ical/Surgicaf service was not

substantiated in this study. The mean life satisfaction

scores were similar for both the Geriatric and the Acute

services. This j-ndicates that people tend to adapt to a

situation regardless of its appropriateness. Possible

explanations for this are lower expectation leve1s for

socla1 opportunities of people on the Acute service and the

adoption of a 'slck role' whereby patients felt that they

were unable to engage in many activities or to do for

themselves due to iIlness. This would be particularly

reinforced on a ward gieared to medical rather than personal

care where the patients' expectations fo.r medical attention

would be congruent with the hospj-taI's roIe.
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Acute care hospitals focus primarily on the provision of

competent medical care. This medical focus reinforces a

'slck role' whereby pati-ents are expected to cooperate with
treatment and remove themselves from their usual social
roles in order that they recover. For those who are acutely

ill this may be a necessary and realistic step. However the

chronic care patients are a unique group of people who,

through no choice of their own, wiII not be recovering from

their conditions (Callahan et ê1, L966). In spite of this
patients often indicated a sick role psyche by expressing

their disinterest and inability to engage in social
activities due to their illness, by focusslng on their
physical needs and by their contentment at being cared for
in a medical setting that offered little else in the way of

socialization.

Percej-ved physical health and the focus on illness was

clearly a major issue for panelled patients on both

sen¡ices. They percej-ved thelr health as very unsatisf actory

and felt that this impacted negatively on other aspects of

their lives. The hospital believed it was doing everything
possible with respect to health.

The medical and physical health focus have important

implications for change in the hospitalrs provision of

services to these patients. Since nothing more could- be done

t.o improve the patients' physical and functional well-being
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perhaps the emphasis needs to be redirected from the

physical aspects and toward the psycho-social issues that

are important for their well-being. Some of these issues

include assj-sting people to do the things that are inportant

to them, increasing the opportunities for improved family

relations and friendships and build.ing in methods of

allowing the patients more independence and control for

increased self-esteem. These issues were identified as

important by patients and key informants. Other important

factors may include assisting in the adjustment to the

patients' health and social chanqes and losses through

individual and /or group social work. Attention given to

these issues could help patients to cope with and ad.apt to

the effects of the poor health and functional status and

improve patientsr self-esteem which was found to be

unsatisfactory. As well it could help to reframe the sick

role concept in the context of its appropriateness for

chronic care patients.

ft should be noted that in spite of the similarity in scores

for the different services there were some differences found

for individual items. The patients on the Geriatric servj-ce

reported higher satisfaction with their family relations and

environment than those oIì the Acute service lndicatit-lg

differences in satisfaction between the services for certain

psycho-social itens. This points to the value of the

Gerj-atric service giving atteution and consideration to
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these issues and the need

for all patients.
for these opportunities to exist

The correlation coefficients and inultiple regression

analyses indicated that self-esteem is the variable that is
most highly correlated with life-as-a-whoIe fo1lowed. by

health, environment, recreation and finances. patients rated

their self-esteem as being relatively low and expressed a

need for greater control, decision making, choice and

freedom. This corresponds to some of the Ij_terature

regarding the importance of self determinatj-on for the

elderly's life satisfaction (Va11erand, L989; Smith &

Lipman, 1-972; l,Iolk & Telleen, L976).

Health, âs previously discussed, was also one of the most

important variables for the patients and was also one of the

most unsatisfactory items. Perceived health has been shown

to be linked to life satisfaction in other studies (t^toIk &

Telleen , 'J.97 6; Markides & ¡,tartin , L979; Gf eIlner, i.989 ) .

While irealth care is being addressed to its fullest by the

hospital in concrete ways, there may need to be increased

efforts made to deal with the emotional aspects associated

with the loss of an individualrs good health.

The hospital environment was also positively correlated with
life satisfaction and this was found to be relatively
satisfactory for patients on the Geriatric wards but not for
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those on the Acute wards. This may be linked to the more

congenial atmosphere that has been created on this service.

Recreation was correlated with life satisfact-iou but

patients on both services were only moderately satisfied

with this. This could be a function of wanting to be left

alone, the'sick role' or of the lack of actlvities that are

important and meaningful to the patients. The sick role

theory supports the removal of oneself from socj-al role

responsibility during tj-mes of illness (Parsons, l-951). As

well while some of the Ii-terature has focussed on the need

for activities (Graney, 1975; Markides & Martin, 1979; Tobin

& Neugarten, L961; smith & Lipman, L972) what often seems to

be the most important is the quality and meaningfulness of

the social interaction and the degree of companj-onshlp with

others (Bowling et â1, L989; Conner et â1, 1979; Liang et

â1, 1980; Chappell & Bad.ger, L989). Perhaps the relationship

component is missing for the patients as well as the

incl-usion of meaningful activities.

The key informant data reinforced the differences in

policies, programs and practices on the two services, their

awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of their services

and their awareness of the patients' psycho-social needs.

The Acute informauts emphasized their primary role as that

of medical but were also aware of the lack of attention

being qiveu to the patie¡ts' psycho-social needs on this
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servj-ce such as increased opportunities for social
interactj-on, privacy, family and friends, and control and

decision making. ft was also mentioned that none of these

recognized ltems were being dealt with on a prqgram and

policy level nor were there plans to do so at present by

administration. They would contlnue to be addressed on an

individual basis by resources such as social work, pastoral

care, psychology, etc. However these are often limited.

resources.

These findings regarding the psycho-social needs of the

patients have important implications. In order for the Acute

service to attend to the psycho-social needs consideration

should be given to approaching this lssue at a program and

policy IeveI. Grouping these patients into one area would

alIow for the problems to be dealt with at these levels. The

current organizatj-on and operation of the wards make it
difficult to j-mprove this.situation because there is such a

diverse mixture of patients on the wards and because

panelled patients are scattered throughout the service. A

grouping of patients would aIlow for primary nursing and

relationship building, lower patient turnover, opportunities
for specific, appropriate and meaningful activitles, and

more emphasis on family and friends. It would also

legitimize the patients' presence j-n hospital without making

them feel like they were 'bed blockers' as this qroup 1s

often termed and would also de-emphaslze the sj_ck role.
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Itorking within the current Acute service system there are

opportunj-ties f or j-mproving the patients' quality of lif e at

a practice 1evel as weI1. This can be achieved in a variety

of ways. Patients would benef it f rom j-ncreasing

staff/patient interaction, even minimally, in a social

context separate from the provision of personal care. There

is a tendency to focus efforts towards the more active and

critical situations. However time spent with the panelled

patient can be justified, as these patients do not demand.

time for other more extensive medical or nursing treatment.

Relationships can also be fostered through the j-ncreased

linking of volunteers with patients. This is a resource

avaj-Iable in the hospital upon request. Religj-ous

institutions can be contacted to visit their members or

perhaps panelled patients can be linked with each other on a

one-to-one basis so that they can visit or share mealtime

together. More importantly, family relatj-onships can be

better maintained by encouraging families to 
.take 

patients

off the ward to quieter places within the hospital or to

take patients out on a regular basis. When possible, the

palring of panelled patients as roommates is beneficial for

linking long stay patients and their families for supportive

reasons and for companionship.

The Geriatric service also viewed the medical i-ssues as a

primary focus but they recoqnized and were attempting to

ad.dress, with success as indicated by some of the life
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satisfaction scores, the psycho-social issues. The staff's

comments about the need for increased decision making,

independence and control and for meaningful activity were

congruent wlth the patients' comments about their needs.

Many efforts have already been made on the Geriatric service

to address the psycho-social issues at a program and

practice level. Further study needs to be done on the

specific $rays in which these can be better achj-eved. Some

suggestions arj-sing from this study Íncluded better access

to telephones, help with letter writing to friends and

f amily, more prlvacy, less confinement and more

opportunities to go out, being listened to, the sensj-tivity

to and avoidance of undignified sit.uations and more decision

making j-n day to day matters.

Although separate areas can be set up in the hospital to

attend to the needs of this group of patients, this may not

necessarily be consid.ered the most desirable option. The

primary reason is that it creates an extra move for the

patients which would be additionally disruptive to them and

may further detract from their 1eveIs of life satisfaction.

The demographic data that has the most important

lmplications was that of lenqth of hospital stay. Those who

had been hospltalized for longer periods were the most

satisfied. Perhaps this needs to be addressed at a
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government policy ]evel. The best optiou may be a quicker

movement out of the hospital and into the nursinq home where

these needs can be better attended to. Patients that

remained in hospital lonqer became more settled creating a

situation where patients, once settled into an environment,

were uprooted to move to the nursi-ng home. Quicker access to

nursing homes may help to avoid this situation and may

facilitate a smoother transition to the nursing home for the

patient. Thls is not possible in the present system unless

more beds are made available. Further study is required to

determine which environment contributes to higher patient

sati-sfaction: hospital or nursing home. However the

literature h_as pointed to the neqiative ef f ects of

hospitalization, in terms of physical and mental

deterioration. Also because of the higher costs of

hospitalization in an acute care facility another option is

building more extended care hospitals which address

patients' med.ica], rehabilitation and psycho-social needs.

Fina]ly, the move to the personal care home could be better

facilltated by openinq the lines of communj-cation and by

ongoing preparation through staff involvement in this

matter. Tiris is especially important for those whose waiting

periods are lengthy and wiro sometj.mes lose sight of a

possible move. Tire preparation can alleviate some of the

anxieties especially for those who have become established

and settled in the hospital system.
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Further research on this topic is necessary to substantiate

the results of this project. The time and resource

limitations had an effect on the sample. GÍven a longer time

frame with whlch to work, the sample would have been larger
and the selection biases could have been controlled for

which would have strengthen the results. This study was a

useful pilot project which may be used to refine the

methodologi-es for a similar project conducted over a longer

period of time and with a larger sample size.

In summary, the recommendations are based on both patient

and key informant intervj-ews and they focussed on ways in

which the patients' Life satisfaction may be improved.

Changes were recommended at policy, program and practice

leve1s for consideration by the two services and by

Manitobars Continuing Care Program.
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CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION AT.TD CONCLUSTON

EVATUATION OF THE PRJACTICT]I.{ PROCESS

The learninq goals that the writer hoped to achieve were

two-fold. The first goal was to learn how to conduct a

research project from its conception to completion. The

second goal was to gain a better understanding of the

panelted hospitalized patients. Both were achieved through

the practicum process.

At the start, being able to focus and research a topic until

it was a managreable and specific project was a signiflcant

task in itself. It began with broad topics and, through a

number of meetings with committee members, research and many

reconceptualizations, was narrowed into a meaningful and

pointed area of study. In retrospect the writer can

appreciate the importance of narrowing the project to this

extent as this added clarity and better dlrection as the

process continued.

The designing of the study and its questionnaires was a nev'J

learning experÍence for the writer. The attention to detail

was again only ful1y appreciated in retrospect. Sorting out

the details prior to the data collection rnade the subsequent

steps proceed snoothly and with few problens. A good example

of this was tþe attention paid to the coding system to be
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used in the input of the data into the computer which was

done during the forms and questj-onnaire development stage.

This preliminary planning made the later stages easier.

The patient interviews proved. to be a larger task than was

expected which again was a learning experience for the

writer. Although the actual j-nterviews were kept as brief as

possible, considerable time was spent on activities such as

meeting with the social workers, trackj-ng down the patients

and returning several ti¡nes over to obtain a single

interview d.ue to patients being occupied with other matters.

As a result the time factor is more fully recognized by the

wrj.ter as beíng important for anticipating the resources

required f or a research pro j ect of this ,rut,r." . The

importance of maintaining contact and positive relationships

with the social workers, âs well as providing ongoing

feedback, was essential for accessibility to the required

information and the patients and for continued interest in
and assj-stance with the project by the staff. The social

workers were all found to be exceptionally cooperative and

helped to make the writer feel comfortable on the ward and

with the patients.

Vlork at the computer proved to be a 'mini course' for the

writer that has resulted j-n new knowledge gained in the

areas of data j-nput and statistical analys j-s. This

experience took some of the mystery out of computers and
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emphas ízed the usefulness of having this resource available

to researchers.

On a broader level conductj-ng a complete research. project

has been of personal and professional value to the writer.

It has helped to develop the writer's ski1ls in this field

which is relevant for and transferable to involvement in

other social research projects in the future. It is also

beneficiat in developing skil1 in being able to review

critically and understand other research reports. The

benefit to tfie profession lies in the ability for future

involvement in research activities.

The sharing of thoughts and feelings by the patients and

theÍr willingness to participate in the project was an

enriching experience and allowed the writer to gain a fuller

understandlng of this population. The writer learned that an

essential step 1n obtaining the interview was bei-ng

introduced to the patients by the social workers.

Approaching the patient as a stranger was often unsuccessful

but with a famlliar person was almost always welcomed. After

all, this is yet another intruder for the patient. Also the

need for simplicity was reinforced when the letter of

introductions provided to patíents added to confusion for

the patient. This letter was quickly discarded. Finally the

practice of interviewing this population was an enligrhtenlng

experience because it was quickly discovered by the writer
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that it was ineffective to conduct t.he intervlews in a rigid

manner using structured formats and scales. The responses

were better obtained using a more open-ended discussj-on

method whíIe using the scales and intervlew schedule. only as

a guideline. This method was more comfortable and

understandable for the patients and resulted in more

meaningful and in-depth responses.

The interviews with the key informants also helped the

interviewer achieve the second learnlng goal of expanding

the knowledge and understanding of the panelled,

hospitalized elderlys' needs. The information from these

interviews contained important information and provided new

perspectives to the patient data. All of the key lnformants

were found to be open and honest and provided meaningful

contributions. There seemed to be a genuine interest in the

projectrs topic by this group of key informants.

On a broader level the interviews had both personal and

professional value for the writer. on a personal Ieve1 it

helped the writer to better appreclate the feelings and

needs of this population. This in turn will assist in the

developnent of greater understandingr and practj-ce at a

clinical 1evel. The informatiou and insight gained throtigh

the research adds to the body of knowledge in the f1eld of

aging and makes a contribution in an area where litt1e

research has been done.
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This practj-cum report has some useful information for

consideration by decision-makers and for further research by

the hospital. The practicum and its findings have been

presented to health care personnel lnterested 1n and

involved with gerj-atrics. There are also plans to present

the practicum to a group of geriatricians lnterested in

improvements in this field. As well, the report will be

submj-tted for publication in a professional journal.

Finally, this study's results would be strengthened by a

larger sample sLze. P1ans are to design and implement a

Iarger scale study including multi-hospitals which wou1d.

also make the results generalizable to other hospitals.

CONCTUSION

This study considered the area of psycho'social needs of

panelled hospitalized elderly people by lnvestigating issues

of life satisfaction for this population. A needs assessment

approach was used for the. purposes of provldiug useful

information for program and policy development regarding

this elderly populatlon. The design proposed and discussed

was the most appropriate given the deslred level of

knowledge and generalizability as well as the resource and

time limitations that needed to be taken into consideration.

The results of the study provided a rich and complete

profile of the areas of need for this populatlon.

Recommetldat ions

made.

for program and policy planning have been
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The most significant findings included the increased patient

l1fe satisfaction with lonqer length of hospital stay, Lhe

importance of self-esteem and health for tire patients' life

satisfaction, and the lack of differences in the p.atientsr

overall life satÍsfaction scores for the Acute and Geriatric

Medicine services. The findings also indicated a higher

satisfaction with family and hospital envj-ronment on the

Geriatric servj-ce where efforts were being made to add.ress

these issues.

The research fi-ndings suggested a nuurber of implications and

recommendations. Fj-rst, the length of stay resulLs pointed

to the need for a quicker movement out of the hospital

setting to avoid a settling in to an inappropriate

environment and a reinforcement of a sick role. Second, the

importance of self-esteem and perceived health related to

issues of control, decisÍon-makinq, and adjustment to chanqe

and loss. These issues could be dealt with at a program and

practice }evel by offering more control to patients in day

to day matters, by encouraging and assisting patients to be

lnvolved in activities that are importaut to them, by

promoting individ.ualj-zation, and by offering individual and

group services that address issues of grief, âdjustment and

change. Thlrd, the |mportance of relationships can be better

addressed at a policy level where programs and practices are

built in to foster and maintaiu positlve family relations

and friendsþips. This has been achieved on the Geriatric
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Medicine service with their congenial environment,

staff/f.amiIy relations and encouraging family involvement.

ThÍs also needs to be addressed for patients on the Acute

servÍce.

My own learnj-ng goals included learning how to carry out a

research project from start to finish and obtaining a better

understanding about the social needs of this population. The

research experience was invaluable and new knowledge was

gained in planning the projecE, designing the methods and

the questionnaires and learnj-ng how to use the computer for

data analysis. The direct contact with the elderly patients

was rewardj-ng and helped me to more fully understand them.
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APPENDIX 1

LIFE SATISFACTION QUESTIONNATRE

I would like you to consider your life as it is right now.

Please pick the number that describes your own life as it is

now. (Give patient chart).

QUESTIONNAIRE

1.. HEALTH THE PRESENT STATE OF YOUR

GENERAL, OVERALL HEALTH.

2. FTNANCES YOUR ÏNCOME AND ASSETS.

3. FAMILY RELATÏONS KIND OF CONTACT AND FREQUENCY

OF CONTACT WITH FAMILY

MEMBERS. TH]S TNCLUDES

PERSONAL CONTACT, PHONE CALLS,

AND LETTERS.

KIND OF CONTACT AND FREQUENCY

OF CONTACT YOU HAVE WITH YOUR

FRIENDS. THÏS INCLUDES

4. FRIENDSHIPS
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PERSONAL CONTACT, PHONE CALLS,

AND LETTERS.

5. HOUSTNG THE PRESENT TYPE, ATMOFPHERE

AND STATE OF YOUR HOME E.G.,

ROOM WARD, ETC.

6. LTVTNG PARTNER INCLUDES ROOM MATE.

7. RECREATÍON ACTTVITY PERSONAL RECREATION ACTTVITIES

YOU ENGAGE TN FOR PURE

PLEASURE WHEN YOU ARE NOT

DOING NORMAL DAI1Y LIVING

CHORES OR SOME TYPE OF WORK.

THTS INCLUDES RELAXING,

READING, TV, REGULAR GET

TOGETHERS, CHURCH ACTIVITIES,

ARTS & CRAFTS, EXERCISES,

TRIPS, ETC.

8. RELÏGTON YOUR SPIRITUAL FULFILLMENT.

9. SELF-ESTEEM HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT YOURSELF;

YOUR SENSE OF SELF RESPECT.

].0. TRANSPORTATION PUBLTC AND PRIVATE

TRANSPORTATION - E.G.,
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INCLUDTNG CONVENIENCE,

EXPENSE.

1].. NOW, USTNG THE SAME SCALE, HOW DO YOU FEEI{ ABOUT

YOUR LTFE AS A WHOLE RIGHT NOW?
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1 - Terrible

2 - Very dissatisfying

3 - Dissatisfying

4 - Mixed

5 - Satisfying

6 - Very satisfying

7 - Delightful

I - Missing

cHART
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OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS FOR PATIENTS

L. What, in general, would make your life happier?

2. What could the hospital do to improve your stay here?

3. what do you like the best about this ward?
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APPENDIX II

STAFF MEMO

TO: MEDICAL/GERTATRIC TEAM

FROM: JUDY AHRENS-TOWNSEND

RE: MASTERS PRACTICUM

DATE: JUNE 13 1989

As discussed at a recent team meeting, ilY masters practicum
on "The Life Satisfaction of Hospitalized Panelled Patj-ents"
is currently underway and my next step is to conduct
interviews with suitable patients. I am antj-cipating that
interviews will be taking place until the end of August and
I would appreciate your assistance with the following:

1-. Completion of BAsIc DATA FORMS 1 AND 2 (attached) for
each new panelled patient. I will need these completed for
this, and. possibly next, month depending on the number of
suitable subjects obtained. Please forward the completed
forms to me.

2. Consultation with you regarding the patienLs' suitability
for participati-on in the study for those patients who are
cognÍtively impaired to some extent.

3. Introductions to patients who will be
participation in the study.

approached for

If there are any questions regarding the study please be in
touch with me.

THANKS
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TO: BTJNTY, JANE, REVA, AG.A,THE

FROM: JUDY AHRENS-TOWNSEND

RE: MASTERS PRACTICUM

DATE: JUNE 1-3 1989

My masters practicum on "The Life Satisfaction of
Hospitalized Panelled Patients" is currently underway and my
next step is to conduct interviews with suitable patients. I
will requj-re some basic data on the panelled patients on
your service and. would appreciate if you would provide this
informatj-on to me. As well I will need your assistance in
determining which of your patients are suitable for being
interviewed by me (ie. able to respond appropriately to my
questions). I anticipate that interviews will be taking
place until the end of August and I reguest your assistance
with the following:

1. Completion of BAsIc DATA FORMS 1 AND 2 (attached) for
each new panelled patient. I will need these completed for
this, and possibly next, month depending on the number of
suitable subjects obtained. Please forward the completed
forms to me.

2. Consultation with you regardlng the patients' suitability
for particj-pation j-n the study for those patients who are
cognitively impaired to some extent.

3. Introductions to patients who will be
participation in the study.

approached for

If there are any questions regarding the study please be in
touch with me.

THANKS
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APPENDIX IIT

BASIC DATA IFORM 1)

NAME OF PATÏENT

SOCIAL WORKER

1. DATE (v)_(M)_(D)_

2.

3.

HOSPITAL PATIENT/CHART NUMBE

M.H. S. C. NUMBE

4. BTRTHDATE (Y)_(M)-(D)-

5. sEx (M)_ (r)_
6. MARTTAL STATUS (PICK ONE RESPONSE)

1) STNGLE -

2) MARR]ED-

3) SEPARATED/DTVORCED

4 ) WIDOV{ED_

7. ADMrssroN DATE (Y)-(M)-(D)-

B. I,OCATION OF ADMISSÏON

1) MEDTCAL

2) SURGTCAL

3) GERTATRIC.

4) PSYCHTATRY

s) orHER (SPECTFY)

9. PANELLED DATE (Y)-(M)-(D)
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10. PRTMARY DTAGNOSIS ON ADMISSION

1-1-. HAS PATIENT EXPERIENCED BEHAVTOR PROBLEMS?

1) NO_

2) YES_
.J.2. IS PATIENT COGNITIVELY TMPAIRED? (CHECK ONE RESPONSE)

1) No

2\ TO SOME EXTENT

3) YES

13. WHERE DID PATTENT LIVE BEFORE HOSPITAL ADMTSSION?

1) SENTOR CTTTZEN HOUSTNG_

2') APARTMENT

ILY

ECTFY )

1-5. LOCATION WHEN PANELLED

2) HOSPTTAL

3) OTHER (SPECIFY)

J-6. CARE LEVEL AT PANEL DATE

3) HOUSE

4) OTHER (SPECTTY)

L4. WTTH WHOM WAS PATTENT LTVING BEFORE HOSPITAL ADMISSION?

r. ) ALONE

2) SPOUSE ON

3) OTHER FAM

4) OTHER ( SP

1) COMMUNTTY

LY
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BASIC pà,TA (FORM 2)

NAME OF PATIENT

SOCIAL WORKE

1-. DATE ( Y)-(M)-( D )-

2.

3.

Á.

HOSPTTAL PATIENT,/CHART NUMBER

M.H. S. C.

PRIMARY

NUMBER

DIAGNOSIS ON DISCHARGE

(To

5.

BE COMPTETED TF PATIENT HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED)

TRANSFER DEPARTMENT LOCATTON

6.

7.

1. ) MEDÏCAL

2I SURGICAL

3) GERIATRTC

4) PSYCHTATRY

TRANSFER DATE

SECOND TRÄNSFER DEPARTMENT LOCATION

1. ) MEDICAL

2) SURGTCAL

3) GERTATRTC

4 ) PSYCHTATRY

SECOND TRANSFER DATE

DTSCHARGE DATE

DISCHARGE CARE

o

o

10 - LEVEL
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11. DISCHARGE PLACE (MARK ONE RESPONSE)

1- ) DECEASED

2) NURSING HOME PLACEMENT (LIST SPECTFIC HOME)-

3) SENT HOME_

4',) OTHER (SPECIFY )

1.2. PRESENT STATUS
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APPENDIX IV

TNTRODUCTTON TETTER TO PATTENTS

Dear Patient

My name i-s Judy Ahrens-Townsend, and I am a graduate student
in social work at the University of Manitoba. I would like
to study the life satisfaction (general well-being) of
hospitalized people waiting to move to a nursing home. I am

interested in knowing more about how people feel about their
lives and situations. I would like to have the opportunity
to interview you. The study will have no effect on the
services you receive from the hospital and on your
involvement with the nursing home you have applied for.

The interview should take approxj-mately 45 minutes to one
hour of your time. People have found the interview to be
interesting. The information you provide will be used for
scholarly research only and will be entirely confldential.
Participation in this study is voluntary.

Your help and cooperatj-on would be oreatly appreciated. Feel
free to call me (phone or ) if you have any
questions regarding the study. A brief summary of the
results will be made available and sent to all participants
upon request.

Sincerely

Judy Ahrens-Townsend, B. S.w.
Phone
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APPENDIX V

CONSENT FORM

I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN JUÐY AHRENS-TOWNSENDIS 1-989 STUDY

OF THE I'¡ELL-BEING OF HOSPITALTZED PEOPLE WATTING TO MOVE TO

A NURSTNG HOME. I TJNDERSTAND TTIAT THE STUDY WILL HAVE NO

EFFECT ON THE SERVICES I RECEIVE FROM THE HOSPTTAL AND ON MY

INVOLVEMENT WTTH THE NURSING HOME T HAVE APPLIED FOR.

NAME

CO-STGNED

DATE
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APPENDTX VÏ

SERVTCE

KEY INFORMANT

TITLE

KEY INFORMAIüT QUESTIONNAIRE

(PERSONAT INTERVIEW FORMAT)

IN MY INTERVIEWS !,TTTH PANELLED PATIENTS IN THE HOSPITAL I AM

ASKING THEM TO TALK ABOUT THETR SATISFACTTON WTTH A NUMBER

OF DIFFERENT TTEMS AS THEY RELATE TO THETR LTFE AT PRESENT.

HERE IS THE LIST OF LIFE SATISFACTION TTEMS THAT I AM ASKING

THE PATIENTS ABOUT. COULD YOU PLEASE LIST TN PRIORTTY

SEQUENCE (l_ 3) THE THREE ITEMS THAT YOU FEEL YOUR SERVÏCE

HAS THE MOST POSITTVE IMPACT ON FOR THE PATIENTSI LIFE

SATISFACTION. (1=MOST POSITIVE TNFLUENCE) .

THEN LIST TN PRIORITY SEQUENCE (4 - 6 ) THREE ITEMS THAT YOU

FEEL YOUR SERVICE HAS THE MOST NEGATIVE IMPACT ON FOR THE

PATIENTS' LIFE SATISFACTION. (4=MOST NEGATIVE INFLUENCE) .

FINALLY, COULD YOU LIST UP TO THREE ITEMS (IN PRIORITY

SEQUENCE FROM 7 - 9, TF POSSIBLE) THAT YOUR SERVICE HAS NO

OR LITTLE IMPACT ON FOR THE PATIENTS ' LIFE SATISFACTION.

( 7=NO/LEAST TNFLUENCE) .
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1. HEALTH THE PRESENT STATE OF YOUR

GENERAL, OVERÄLL HEALTH.

2. FTNANCES YOUR INCOME AND ASSETS.

3. TAMTLY RELATTONS KIND OF CONTACT AND FREQUENCY

OF CONTACT WITH FAMTLY

MEMBERS. THIS TNCLUDES

PERSONAL CONTACT, PHONE CALLS,

AND LETTERS.

4. FRTENDSHIPS KTND OF CONTACT AND FREQUENCY

OF CONTACT YOU HAVE WITH YOUR

FRIENDS. TH]S TNCLUDES

PERSONAL CONTACT, PHONE CALLS,

AND LETTERS.

5. HOUSTNG THE PRESENT TYPE, ATMOSPHERE

AND STATE OF YOUR HOME - E.G.,

ROOM WARD, ETC.

6. LTVTNG PARTNER INCLUDES ROOM MATE.
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7. RECREATTON ACTTVITY

8. RELTGTON

9. SELF-ESTEEM

10. TRANSPORTATION

PERSONAL RECREATION ACTIVÏTIES

YOU ENGAGE IN FOR PURE

PLEASURE WHEN YOU ARE NOT

DOTNG NORMAL DAILY LIVING

CHORES OR SOME TYPE OF WORK.

THIS INCLUDES RELAXING,

READTNG, TV, REGULAR GET

TOGETHERS, CHURCH ACTÏVITIES,

ARTS & CRAFTS, EXERCTSES,

TRÏPS, ETC.

YOUR SPIRITUAL FULFÏLLMENT.

HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT YOURSELF;

YOUR SENSE OF SELF RESPECT.

PUBLÏC AND PR]VATE

TRANSPORTATTON - E.G.,

TNCLUDING CONVENÏENCE,

EXPENSE.
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NOW THAT YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED HOW YOUR SERVICE IMPACTS SOME

oF THE LIFE SATISFACTION ITEMS FOR YOUR PATIENTS, PTEASE

ELABORATE ON EACH ONE AND DESCRIBE WHY YOU RESPONDED AS YOU

DID.

LETI S TALK ABOUT EACH ONE BEGTNNTNG WTTH THE FIRST ONE YOU

IDENTIFÏED.
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OPEN ENDED OUESTTONS FOR KEY INFORT,IANTS

].. WHAT, TN GENERAI, DO YOU THINK WOULD MAKE THE PATIENTSI
LIVES HAPPTER?

2. WHAT DO YOU THTNK THE HOSPITAL COULD DO TO IMPROVE THE
PATIENTSI STAY HERE?

3. WHAT, rN YOUR OPTNTON, rS THE MOST POSTTTVE ABOUT THIS
WARD FOR THE PATTENTS?
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PLEASE CIRCTE THE NUMBER (ONE FOR EACH QUESTION) THAT BEST
REPRESENTS YOUR RESPONSE TO THE FOLLOIIING QUESTTONS:

1. GENERALLY SPEAKTNG, HOV{ SATTSFIED DO YOU THINK THE
PATIENTS ON YOUR SERVICE FEEL ABOUT THEIR LIVES AS
A WHOLE RIGHT NOW?

1 - TERRIBLE

2 - VERY DISSATISFYING

3 - MIXED

4 - SATISFYING

5 - VERY SATTSFYING

6 - DELIGHTFUL

2. TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU THTNK VOUR SERVICE CONTRIBUTES TO
THE OVERALL PSYCHO-SOCIAL WELL-BETNG OF THE PATTENTS?

1 - TO A GREAT EXTENT

2 - TO SOME EXTENT

3 - NOT AT ALL
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APPENDIX VII
A?PROVAL FOR THE USE OF THE LIFE SATISFACTION MEASURE

Judy Ahrens-Townsend

Wj-nnipeg, Manitoba
Canada
R3R 3MB
Telephone

Mr. Frank M. Andrews and Mr. Stephen B. Withey
Institute for Socia1 Research
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michiqan
481 06
U. S.A.

August !4, L989

Dear Mr. Andrews and Mr. WitheY

I am writlng to request permission to use your model of
evaluatÍng perceptlons of well-being, dS found in your book
entitled social Indicators of well-Being, for the
d.evelopment of a measurement instrument for use in my
Masters practicum. I am in the Master of Social Work program
at the University of Manitoba, Canada and I am studying the
psycho-social needs of elderly hospital-ized patlents. My
instrument would be brief and would incorporate a uumber of
specific life concerns most suited t.o the elderly patients'
pi-esent situatious as well as questions regardinq their¡
f ecl i nos atlout- T,if e-as-a-!{ho1e. ffeelings about Life-as-a-Who1e.

t
f

I

¡

)

I wottld apprecj-ate your repl-y as
you for your consideration.

Yours truly

soon as possible
r'-
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APPENDTX VTTI

OPEN-ENDED PATTEMT RESULTS

1) llhat would make your life bappier?

RESPONSE GERIATRIC ACUTE

BETTER HEATTH

MORE FAMILY,/FRIEND CONTACT

INDEPENDENCE, FREEDOM, CHOICE

DO THINGS I USED TO DO, rE. ÐRÏVE

GO TO NURSING HOME

GO HOME

t6
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2) tlhat could the ward do better?

RESPONSE GERIATRÏC ACUTE

MORE ATTENTTVE STAFF RE
CALL BELLS, TOTLETING, ETC.

BETTER MEALS

PRTVACY,/LEAVE ALONE

CoMPATTBLE ROOMMATES/ LESS NOISE

GET OUTSÏDE

FRENCH LANGUAGE

FEEL LONELY/ÐO NOT FIT ÏN

1

1_

6

0

3

3

0

0

0

2

0

o
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3 ) What d.oes the ward do well?

RESPONSE GERTATRIC ACUTE

GOOD CARE/STAFF

AS EXPECTED/DOING THEIR BEST

GOOD MEALS

PROTECTTON/SECURTTY

PRIVACY/LEAVE ALONE

OWN TELEVTSÏON

FREEDOM TO COME AND GO

RECREATTON PROGRAMS

INCLUDE IN DECÏSIONS

3

2

1_9

4

2

L

1_

L

1

2

1

L

L

0

0

0

0
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Hhat items does your
on for the patients'

APPENDIX IX

KEY INFORI,ÍANT SURVEY RESULTS

serrrice have the most
Iife satisfaction?

positive impact

ITEM GERIATRIC ACUTE

HEALTH

FINANCES

FAMTLY RELATTONS

FRTENDSHIPS

ENVTRONMENT

LIVING PARTNER

RECREATTON ACTIVTTY

RELÏGTON

SELF-ESTEEM

TRANSPORTATTON

2

0

3

0

1

2

2

0

2

0

2

0

L

0

0

0

0

i_

0

0
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t{hat items d.oes your
on for the patients'

service have the most negative impact
life satisfaction?

ÏTEM GERTATRÏC ACUTE

HEATTH

FTNANCES

TAMILY RELATIONS

FRIENDSHÏPS

ENVIRONMENT

LIVING PARTNER

RECREATION

RELTGION

SELF-ESTEEM

TRANSPORTATÏON

3
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Þlhat ite¡ns does your service have
the patients' Iife satisfaction?

ITEM

little or no i-mpact on for

GERÏATRÏC ACUTE

HEALTH

FTNANCES

FAMILY RELATIONS

FRIENDSHIPS

ENVTRONMENT

LTVTNG PARTNER

RECREATÏON

RELÏGÏON

SELF-ESTEEM

TRÃNSPORTATION

o

00
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VARIABLE

SELF-ESTEEM

FRIENDSHTPS

RECREATION

TRANSPORTATION

HEALTH

ENVIRONMENT

FAMTLY RELATIONS

FTNANCES

LIVING PARTNER

RELIGION

APPENDÏX X

MT'LTIPLE REGRESSTON ANALYSIS

BETA

.5971_55

.280697

.214053

- .t47 599

.222L55

.1s8487

-. L84545

-.065r.95

- .029488

-.o291,L2

SIGNITI.CANCE

.0053

. t_875

.2320

.37 02

.3000

.4652

.3644

.7 677

.877 8

.897 2
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APPENDIX XI

C.ORRELÀTTON COßFFTCIENT
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APPENDIX XII

PARTIAL CORRELATTON COEFFICIENTS

rL3 (rrt )(¡zr )

(1 r,1 )(1 ri, )

- - 497 - AL'J- x .7 66

(i. - rï )(1 - rb')

= '16.6' 411 x - 497

(L - .47t')(r - .766L)

= .2302

(r. - .411È)(1 - .49721

= .71-0L

(1-.766')(L-.497L)

= .0543

r.3i _ {r¡r)(r¿z)

(L - r,i )(1 - rb)

= -411 - -766 x .497

where X = self-esteem
x = 11fe-as-a-who1e
X = health
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